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ABSTRACT
Enterprises have to be organized in a business process oriented way. This is in 
order to be successful in a changing and challenging business environment including 
uncertainty and complexity in managing business and manufacturing processes.
The main objective of this thesis is to implement comprehensive modelling 
methodologies and tools that capture all useful information included within the enterprise 
business processes. This has been achieved first through implementing the Systems 
Analysis and Design (SAD) methodologies and tools for integrating the business design 
processes.
The implementation should recognize the enterprise organization view, data and 
information view, function view, and also product/ service view. Such recognition is 
required in order to improve the reuse of business process models for the implementation 
of workflow management applications.
The implemented design methodologies have been demonstrated through two 
case studies, including the modelling of business and automotive manufacturing 
processes.
A structured representation of the functions and activities within the modeled 
business processes has been presented. That included the business processes inputs, 
outputs, mechanisms and control (IDEF0) using an innovated tool namely “AI0WIN07”. 
ADONIS Business Process Management toolkit and associated components have been 
used in this thesis. Its purpose is to analyze and redesign interactions between the 
modeled business internal processes and their end users, represented through the Line of 
Visibility Enterprise Modelling (LOVEM) in ADONIS.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
In Addition, the Architecture of the Integrated Information System (ARIS) has 
been presented in both implementations using ARIS tool set. The ARIS implementation 
has assisted in supporting analysis for potential changes, specifying requirements, and 
also supporting the modeled business processes systems level design and integration 
activities.
Results of using the selected graphical design languages with the systematic 
explanations of modelling the business process functions and activities revealed the need 
for implementing comprehensive SAD methodologies. Also, the SAD methodologies 
have assisted with integrating the enterprise through modelling its business activities, 
technology, and human elements involved.
The benefits and disadvantages of each modelling methodology and tool is 
studied and discussed in detail in this thesis.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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An enterprise can be analyzed and integrated through its business processes. 
Business Process Modelling (BPM) provides a comprehensive understanding of the 
process’s inputs, outputs, mechanisms, and controls. Since the aptness of modelling 
methodologies is very much dependent on the purpose of modelling, systems designers 
and developers have introduced different processes modelling approaches.
Some modelling efforts might be primarily descriptive by nature while in other 
cases an optimized implementation solution is sought where process analysts have to be 
supported by formal evaluation tools. This requires easy and clear processes description, 
which is far too detailed for merely descriptive purposes. Using the right model involves 
taking into account the purpose of the analysis and knowledge of the available process 
modelling methodologies and tools. It traditionally focused on supporting the modelling 
of business processes, with the aim of enabling faster and more cost-effective process 
executions.
As business processes become more complex, there is a desire for capturing the 
business process requirements by getting more visibility into process management to 
quickly spot problems and areas for improvements. That requires the ability to assess and 
manage the enterprise business processes by selecting the right comprehensive 
methodologies and tools. Moreover, it is possible to take actions to improve and optimize 
process execution by better capturing its requirements. Such action will assist to design 
business processes that have higher quality and lower costs.
The main goals of this thesis are to review System Analysis and Design (SAD) 
methodologies literature focusing on graphical BPM languages and tools implemented in 
the industry. That will be followed by implementing BPM methodologies for integrating 
and improving the enterprise, managing integration difficulties and developing
1
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technology solutions. Appropriate tools to improve the business processes performance 
and achieve reduction in time and efforts of the enterprise systems development will 
support such implementations.
1.2 Research Focus
The aim of this thesis research work is to represent and model enterprise business/ 
automotive manufacturing processes by implementing integrated SAD Methodologies. 
That will be supported with BPM tools with a structured and logical design strategy for 
the desire of developing new integrated solutions of the engineering and business 
problems. Three main comprehensive design methodologies have been selected including 
IDEFo, Line of Visibility Enterprise Modelling (LOVEM) as well as the Architecture of 
the Integrated Information System (ARIS) processes modelling approach.
1.3 Research Motivation
There is a need to focus on comprehensive modelling methodologies for the 
development, management, and improvement of the enterprise business processes. It is 
obvious that the operational complexities can be considered as a major barrier to a good 
processes management and enterprise improvement. Most work done by researchers has 
covered only one type design methodology for modelling functional relationships and 
data or information flow. There is a need to conduct research investigations through using 
of different SAD methodologies focusing on the enteiprise business workflow 
management. Such implementation will be achieved through selecting optimal tools that 
help in capturing all business/ manufacturing processes requirements to successfully 
execute desired outputs.
1.4 Problem Statement
The SAD modelling methodologies and tools provide users with information 
about why the quality of a process execution is low. Also, what will be the outcome of a 
certain process, or how many processes will be started on certain time? This information 
is cmcial to gain visibility into the processes, and quickly identify solutions.
2
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Traditional design methodologies have focused on the simple flow charts types’ 
problems. The objective of this work is to convert the business process flow charts to a 
comprehensive graphical representation with integrated set of graphical modelling 
methodologies. That will assist in capturing, analyzing and redesigning interactions 
between customers and business internal processes. That will be achieved through 
recognizing the organization view, data view, function view and also product/ service 
view. The recognition of the four views will lead to improve reusing of the business 
process models for the implementation of workflow management applications.
The thesis research work can be stated as: “Organizing and Documenting 
Enterprise Business Processes’ Through Selected Comprehensive Design Methodologies 
Termed IDEF0 LOVEM, and ARIS Can Replace Traditional Business Processes Flow 
Charting, Improve Enterprise Business Processes Performance, Manage Integration 
Difficulties, and Reduce Time and Efforts of Enterprise Systems Development and 
Reengineering”.
1.5 Research Approach
A business process model can provide a comprehensive understanding of a 
process. Also, the enterprise can be analysed and integrated through its business 
processes. It should be emphasized the importance of correctly modelling the enterprise 
business processes by using the right model methodologies and tools. This requires 
taking into account the purpose of the analysis together with process modelling 
methodologies and tools.
The research initially started by conducting BPM literature review. Its aim is to 
describe the main process modelling methodologies and tools. That will include whether 
they have been designed on a theoretical or practical (Industry Modelling Based 
Methodologies) abstract. Such review will assist to classify business BPM methodologies 
according to their purpose, fields of applications, design methodology/ approach, 
framework type, architecture fields of applications and also solution technique type.
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The results of such modelling approaches classifications’ will guide to establish a 
basis for relating certain type of methodology to specific surveyed systems design 
publications with implemented/ developed tools.
Such basis will assist in extending the BPM research for selecting and using 
comprehensive modelling languages. That will provide a detailed description for the 
business processes’ inputs, outputs, mechanisms, and controls. That will assist in 
analysing and redesigning interactions between customers and the internal processes. 
Such objective will be achieved through recognizing the organization view, data view, 
function view, and also product/ service view.
1.6 Business Improvement Vs. Reengineering
Identifying areas of improvement and better understanding of the business are the 
most declared purposes of business modelling. One approach for changing of a business 
is the Business Process Improvement (BPI). The other approach is Business Innovation 
(BI) and the Business Process Reengineering (BPR) can be considered as a sub BI as 
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Figure 1.1: Business Improvement Vs. Reengineering [Tetard, 2004]
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Both approaches can be compared based on the process, depth of change and the 
implications of such concepts. The BPI approach is considered to be incremental change 
based on the business model. Changes are applied in small continuous steps for the sake 
of minimizing any possible negative impact on the business.
The BI approach is considered to be more radical where both business processes 
as well model are considerably changed. Substantial improvement might be achieved but 
also implies a higher risk of failure [Underdown, 1997],
Process reengineering is the fundamental rethinking and redesign of business 
processes to achieve dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary measures of 
performance, such as cost, quality, service and speed [Hammer, 1990; Hammer and 
Champy, 1993; Quid, 1995] .
Figure 1.2: Key Steps of Implementing a BPR Strategy [Fitzgerald, 2002]
Considering all aspects of the existing business, BPR implies a high risk and also 
a task difficulty. The BPR may encounter strong resistance from human resources and 
even fail because of the mentioned reason.
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It is believed that Information Systems (IS) are a key element in any business 
process approach being implemented. It can assist in minimize the risk of re-engineering 
failure. For successfully supporting the improvement/ innovation processes, IS must 
reflect and sustain the predicted business model or it will not be a motivated for change 
but yet another impediment against it.
1.7 Important Terms
1.7.1 Business Process And Business Process Management
Processes are relationships between inputs and outputs, where inputs are 
transformed into outputs using a series of activities, which add value to the inputs 
[Davenport, 1993].
Business process can be defined as the transformation of inputs such as raw 
material, information, or knowledge into outputs and results. Such transformations occur 
according the process guidance including policies, standards, procedures, mles and also 
individual knowledge. That will include available resources such as facilities, equipment, 
technologies, and also people [Burlton, 2001].
The business process content might include logical or illogical steps that cross 
professional functions and organization units. There are some performance indicators that 
are considered as measurable objectives since performance can be evaluated on an 
ongoing basis on outcomes. More and more, ensuring process completeness can help to 
understand whether the process delivers a clear product or service to an external 
stakeholder or another internal process.
According to Ould [1995] and Biemans et al. [2001], “Business Process” denotes 
the ensemble of activities that realize a company’s objectives. Examples of such activities 
include the processing of insurance claims, the issuance of payments, the purchasing of 
supplies. That might also include people, computer systems, machines, or combinations 
thereof perform business processes.
6
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A business process is the combination of a set of activities within an enterprise 
with a structure describing their logical order and dependence whose objective is to 
produce a desired result. According to Davenport [1993], business processes are defined 
as “ structured measured sets of activities designed to produce a specified output for a 
particular customer or market” .
A business process is related to enterprises, and it defines the way in which the 
goals of the enterprise are achieved. Also, it is a subset of the set of enterprise activities 
executed to realise a given objective of an enterprise or a part of an enterprise. That will 
lead to achieve some desired end-result of an enterprise to achieve some desired end- 
result [Saven, 2004].
There are two classifications of business processes. That includes “core” and 
“supportive” business processes. A core process is initiated from outside an organisation, 
for instance, chain of activities, which realize delivery of a product or service to a 
customer. Creating conditions for the primary process to be carried is described a 
secondary process. It is classified into two main processes. Management processes are 
first which control the organisation’s overall strategies and objectives. Support processes 
are second, they support the core processes by offering sufficient resources [Saven, 
2004],
Business Process Architecting (BPA) involves the definition of business 
processes in terms of their input and output. It involves assessment of business processes 
in terms of reliability, efficiency, and efficacy. In practice, business processes are seldom 
designed from scratch. Typically, existing business processes are taken as a starting point 
and adapted to changed requirements.
According to Burlton [2001], Business Process Management (BPM*) is 
considered to be a process by itself that ensures continued improvements in an 
organization’s performance, which requires leadership, and guidance in:
7
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• Taking a radical-change perspective;
• Fundamental tenets of the process are under re-examination and maybe 
renewal;
• Process might undergo a cycle of continuous review and enhancement 
with minor adjustment being considered;
• Process’s fit with other processes should be understood, examined, and 
challenged.
According to Bentley et al. [2001], the BPM can also be defined as an on going 
activity that documents, manages the use of, and improves an organization’s chosen 
methodology (the processes) for systems development. It is concerned with activities, 
deliverables, and also quality standards to be applied to all projects.
1.7.2 Modelling In Engineering and Business Design
The Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB) has described 
engineering design as a “creative, comprehensive and often open-ended processes, which 
integrate mathematics, basic sciences, engineering sciences, engineering economics and 
other subjects as well as experience for creation of components, models, systems, 
products and processes to satisfy specific needs and constraints”.
These constraints include economic, safety, health, environmental, and social 
factors. That also includes requirements of standards and also legislation and other 
considerations such as reliability, maintainability, serviceability and manufacturability.
Dixon and Corrado [1995] have considered the term “design” as knowledge. It is 
knowledge of physics, chemistry, mathematics, static, materials, strength of materials, 
thermodynamics, fluids, heat transfer, instmmentation, analysis, and computers that all 
come together. In addition, history, psychology, literature, economics, sociology and 
philosophy are considered as design’s content. In addition, this term involves a person’s 
character, creativity, values, as well as his/ her human understanding.
8
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The term “Business Design” is composed of two terms. A business is its 
"processes, systems and people". Design is "an underlying scheme that governs 
functioning, developing, or unfolding". The business designer is the person who puts 
design into the business of the owner and strategist. The business designer must 
understand business strategy, BPR, management finances, Information Technology (IT) 
and human resources.
Looking into the engineering and business design definitions, it is very clear that 
they can be considered as one term. The business design framework gives business 
analysts a structure within which they can use their tools, methodologies, methods and 
business models. The whole enterprise can understand, manage and implement worlds 
best practice business design [Voland, 2001; IBD Innovative Business Design, URL: 
http://www .innovativebusinessdesign.com/1.
A model is a representation of a set of components of a system or subject area. It 
is developed for understanding, analysis, improvement or replacement of systems. Such 
systems are composed of interfacing or interdependent parts that work together to 
perform a useful function. Moreover, the system parts can be any combination of things, 
which might include people, information, processes, equipment or products.
It is important to mention here that the model describes what a system does, what 
controls it, what things it works on. In addition, it describes what means it uses to 
perform its functions, and also what output it produce, service and deliver to the users or 
customers.
A model can also be defined as a representation of reality, built for existing 
systems as a way to better understand those systems or proposed ones to document 
business requirements or technical design [Bentley et al., 2001].
9
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According to Noran [2004], a model can be defined as a simplified abstract view 
of the complex reality which may focus on particular views, enforcing the ‘divide and 
conquer’ principal for a compound problem.
A model in the business domain represents a concept on how the business 
functions and how it includes targets, vision, efficiency, and other important factors. A 
model must have a purpose where in the business domain, the purpose will be to 
understand its structure, improve it or also re-engineer it. Also, the model’s shape and 
details are highly dependent on its objectives.
The business model should be considered as a basis of the (IS) model. That will 
assist in insuring consistency and accurate requirements being passed on the tool design. 
Understanding of the business and its opportunities can be achieved by understanding the 
business model. BPM is a technique for organizing and documenting the structure and 
flow data through systems and/or the logic, policies and procedures to be implemented by 
systems processes. It enables a common understanding and analysis of a business 
process.
An enterprise can be analysed and integrated through its business processes. 
According to Berio and Vemdat [1999], enterprise modelling can be defined as “the art 
of developing models which accurately represent the stmcture and behaviour of a 
business entity”. Enterprise models are made of sub-models such as organisation models, 
process models, data models, configuration models or plant layout models, among others. 
There are two main reasons of these models. Providing a common understanding among 
users about enterprise operations is the first one. The second one is to stmcture support 
analysis or decision-making. Noran [2004] has stated that there are few stages that might 
be identified in the purpose of business modelling where that includes:
1. Business goals are set, and resources allocated by the owner;
2. Business stmcture together with its processes are created by the business
modeller;
10
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3. Put step two in mind, system developers design and also develop suitable IS to 
support the business.
A business process model typically defines the goal or reason for the process, 
specific inputs, specific outputs, and resources consumed. It also assists in defining 
activities performed in some order and events that drive the process. [Sparks, 2000]
11
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Business Process Reengineering And Workflow Management
The BPR is a term often used to describe the collection of methodologies, used to 
model existing and develop new business processes. Hammer and Champy [1993] has 
defined the BPR as the fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business 
processes. Its objective is to achieve dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary 
measures of performance, such as cost, quality, and service.
The BPR has been used successfully by a number of organizations to restmcture 
the way they perform work. Because of its success, many organizations are beginning to 
rethink the role of organization stmcture and conclude work should be organized around 
the business process. Based on the experience of its early adopters, BPR offers a set of 
methodologies, which can assist organizations in redesigning core processes to meet 
today’s challenges. Also, its use pervades an organization, become a powerful instmment 
for organization transformation [Simon, 1994].
The difference between BPR on the one hand and problem solving activities on 
the other hand has hardly any effect on process structuring. For instance, both business 
and problem solving processes can be ordered in a hierarchical as well as in a sequential 
manner. The problem solving process is embedded in the BPR so it can be viewed as a 
fine-grained business process on its own. This perception is modelled via inter-view- 
links, connecting the expertise view with the process view. Two links define relationships 
between a problem-solving method and a process as well as between a problem task and 
a task. Another link relates job part process and problem task.
Work Flow Management (WFM) can be defined as a technology that automates 
processes, involving combinations of human and machine-based activities within an 
office environment and making use of IT applications and tools. Its usefulness to support
12
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the automation of business processes in offices as well as manufacturing areas, has led 
the Work Management Systems (WMS) to become very popular the last years [Kosanke, 
2000].
The workflow applications are often chosen as a technological enabler for 
business processes. This involves many employees on different locations and/or need 
better system integration. That will also include better process control, higher quality, 
and/or improved customer focus. The BPM has four main objectives, first is acquiring 
explicit knowledge about the business processes of the enterprise operation. Second is 
exploiting this knowledge in business process. Reengineering the projects to optimise the 
operation is the third objective. The final objective is to support the decision-making 
activities of the enterprise and to ease interoperability of the business processes. With the 
advent of inter-organisational collaboration, objectives two and three depend heavily on 
the interoperability of business process models. Only if the business process models of 
collaborating organisations can be linked into a model of the envisioned enterprise, its 
“TO-BE” operation can be analysed and optimised. Collaboration of engineering 
processes and systems deals with the development and use of participative methods and 
tools. This includes quantitative and qualitative analysis of current business processes and 
also for the design and implementation of new ways of working. Though it does not focus 
on the production and assembly of goods, it captures the administrative processes that 
occur in all public and private organizations [Kosanke, 2000; Sola et al., 2000].
The basis for the development of enterprise specific workflow applications can be 
considered to be the process models. The models describe the process stmcture and logic 
on a type level the workflow application supporting the execution of single processes on 
the instant level. Sola et al. [2000] has referred to an alternative approach to workflow 
design. In this approach, organizational stakeholders play an active and important role in 
collaboratively re-designing an organization's processes. The researched work has 
provided collaborative BPR approach to achieve better results than traditional non- 
collaborative approaches.
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In addition, the definition of a process model in a WMS results in a particular 
workflow application and the available WMS integrate modelling systems for the 
graphical definition of process models. When comparing different existing architectural 
frameworks for the BPM, it is obvious that the functionality of these systems and their 
modelling concepts are quite poor. They do not support the separate constmction of 
models in views like data, organization, function and their integration in a central process 
view.
The aptness of modelling methodologies is very much dependent on the purpose 
of modelling. As a response, systems analysts and developers have introduced different 
modelling approaches. Moreover, some modelling efforts might be primarily descriptive 
by nature. In other cases, an optimized implementation solution is sought and the 
analyses have to be supported by evaluation tools. This requires an easy and clear process 
description, which is far detailed for descriptive purposes.
2.1.1 The Beginning Of Business Process Analysis And Development
A company’s road map can be defined as an outline of a business that covers what 
the company does and how it works. It allows management to see how functions are 
performed and it helps analysts determining what to do first and where to go after that. It 
is determined that any business needs a map because firstly; it can reduce work by 
insuring that nothing will be missed in analysis. Secondly; it can reduce long-term 
maintenance costs by including everything at the outset. Thirdly; the map can shorten the 
development cycle through the elimination of having to back up and cover some unseen 
event [Bauer, 1992].
A company’s map can be considered as a picture of business functions. It allows 
managers to see how functions are performed, and analysts to decide what to do first and 
where to go afterward. The map may suggest where productivity improvements might be 
achieved and also from where analyses should start.
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The company’s map assists a business in reducing work where there will be 
insurance that no information will be missed while conducting analyses. It also assists 
management by programming, managing and also budgeting for all areas of efforts. It 
also reduces long-term maintenance costs by including everything at the outset. More and 
more, it provides better management and it shortens the development cycle through the 
elimination of having “back up” and covers some here-to-fore unseen event [Bauer, 
1992],
The company’s map consists of diagrams that show how work gets from one 
place to another and what the stops are along the way. There is a description of what is 
available at each stop. The map does not have to be a graphic but picture is work a 
thousand words and is sometimes more communicative then text. A graphic is also 
sometimes less open to human interpretation than text is.
There are three elements that are required when communications in the map and 
they are as follows:
1. Procedure;
2. Method and Interface;
3. Activity and functional modelling to be describes in details at a later stage of this
chapter.
Mr. Bauer stated that the map must show the company's procedures and methods, 
where the interfaces are in performing work and also the work efforts that go into making 
business what It Is. More and more, decisions must include real productivity and quality 
increases associated with them. A company’s map should be ‘drawn’ to understand 
where there might be an improvement. Expensive efforts of analysis and development 
will be expected without a map, which will lead into the Absence of Proper Work Effort 
interfacing [Bauer, 1992].
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More and more, there are two major advantages while using the company’s map, 
first is preventing major mistakes and second is reducing the need and cost of correcting 
minor mistakes. Such Implementation of the map will help the company to become more 
efficient.
Without a map, the efforts of analyses and development can turn out to be very 
costly. That is due to a lack of proper work efforts interfacing or perhaps not considering 
some work efforts at all. Making the company more efficient, preventing major mistakes 
and reducing the need, and coat, of correcting minor mistakes is a necessity and can be 
helped with a map [Bauer, 1992].
2.1.2 Enterprise Business Process Success
Improving the use of information is the main concern of enterprises. In the past, 
business developers have tried implementing all business development methodologies. 
That included total quality management, just in time, supply chain management, data 
warehousing and electronic communications.
There is a competitive demand toward product flexibility, throughput, and quality 
together with low costs and also short lead-times. That will be achieved by finding the 
right system of measurements, along with better ways to build and deliver the right 
information to the right people at the right time. This will be resulting in building a 
promise for better information management and effective knowledge delivery [Pearson, 
1999].
It is very important for any business or service provider to satisfy its customers, 
shareholders, and employees. Although it may appear to be an easy mission to be 
accomplished, however, operational complexities can be a reason for making this not 
easy as it sounds. Continuous changes in operations management, confusion with 
operations management, conflicts in priorities, disagreement for resources, and 
communication problems combine all together in causing a barrier to good operations 
management and enterprise improvement.
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To ensure enterprise success, business, technology, and human elements need to 
be integrated and balanced. That can be demonstrated in Figure 2.1 where it includes 
three spheres representing the business, technology, and also human elements. In 
addition, the area of overall success is the overlapped one and the areas between any two 






Figure 2.1: Integrating The Enterprise [Pearson, 1999]
According to Mr. Pearson, “The best way to increase the mutual overlap 
(enterprise success) is to expand all three interfaces in balance”. That is demonstrated in 
Figure 1.2 where these areas may be thought of as the information infrastructure, 
processes, and tools for improved knowledge development and delivery”.
Each of the interfaces comprises multiple disciplines and serves multiple levels of 
the enterprise. Increase the overlap requires comparing and contrasting various 
disciplines, and explores creative ways to combine them more effectively. Also, the 
opportunity for improvement is in the interfaces where innovation relies on combining 
known things in unknown ways. That requires for looking at the overall infrastructure for 
continual knowledge development and delivery.
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Success of the enterprise business processes will increase if all three spheres are 
brought into closer alignment. Enterprise success will be reduced however if at least one 
of the spheres is neglected and that can be viewed in Figure 2.2 below:
Business
Figure 2.2: Reduce Enterprise Success [Pearson, 1999]
2.2 The Six Stages Of The Business Process Reengineering 
2.2.1 Strategic And Business Planning
Planning can be divided into two levels, namely, strategic and business planning. 
The strategic planning looks outward to create context where the business unit functions 
with respect to its defined mission.
Business planning targets the inward view to collect available resources in pursuit 
of the vision. Definitive objectives and quantitative measures of performance to guide 
progressing efforts’ are the main basis that both levels rely on. This stage includes five 
essential steps described as follows:
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1. Develop or validate strategic plan;
2. Develop or validate business systems plan;
3. Develop or validate annual business plan;
4. Construct performance measures for processes; and
5. Establish process improvement project.
Benefit of the planning stage can be achieved where the development team begin 
their work with a clear understanding of their mission. In addition, a sense of what a 
successful performance will look like. That will request also to focus on how to achieve 
the process vision and performance objectives set by senior level management.
2.2.2 Business Process Reengineering Level
Mainly, this stage focuses on the reengineering level of the process improvement 
since there is no definitive existing roadmap for every possible reengineering effort. The 
composition of this stage can be described as follows:
1. Conduct baseline analysis that includes analysis methodologies that include 
information, data, and process modelling, Activity Based Costing (ABC);
2. Conduct improvement analysis that includes documentation of performance gaps 
and identification of improvement opportunities;
3. Redesign/reengineer processes where it is considered to be a multi-task step 
producing final process design specifications;
4. Prepare Functional Economic Analysis (FEA) decision pack.
2.2.3 Organizational Change Management
Changing to an organization’s stmcture and culture can be considered the cause of 
the BPI. The mle of the organizational change management team is to ensure that the 
stmcture of the organization and culture will be able to successfully incorporate the 
improved process.
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Moreover, the structural change management includes the way a functional unit is 
organized to carry out its work responsibilities where it has to do with things or facilities. 
Cultural change management is concerned with the way people interact with each other. 
It is believed to be more difficult than the structural change management to be 
successfully performed.
2.2.4 Technology Change Management
The usefulness of advanced technology can potentially enhance an organization’s 
ability to achieve main improvements in the following measurement categories:
1. Fitness-for-Purpose which provides the means to deliver high standard customer 
service by enabling organizations to easily and inexpensively customize services 
and products to meet customer requirements;
2. Conformance-to-Standard technology, which assists to achieve the exact quality 
standards, resulting in reducing defects, and wastes;
3. Investing in a new technology always requires initial resources and start-up costs, 
(Process Costs). Moreover, the Return On Investment (ROI) can often be 
measured in orders of magnitude, especially in service-based processes;
4. Deploying new virtual technology can be considered the only way to minimize 
the operational time (Process Cycle Time) required to produce an output unit.
Potentially, the assignment of the successful enterprise is based on assessing its 
technical capability. This is achieved by comparing strengths and weaknesses of 
whatever existing technology implemented with redesigned process requirements and 
emerging technology. Identifications of all technical change requirements are next and 
then developing a change management plan.
The enterprise’s system developers involved in the work will then make a plan 
that align process improvement with potential technology enablers and address all 
technological barriers to implementing redesigned processes. While the improvement 
mission progress through the enterprise engineering and project execution stages, the
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change management team will then coordinate technology-based actions with process 
improvement actions [KBSI, 2000].
2.2.5 Enterprise Engineering
At the very early of this stage, no real progress has been accomplished yet in 
terms of reducing costs, decreasing cycle time, and also improving quality and service. 
Till reaching this stage, the BPI team has identified a series of process, organizational, 
and technical changes. That will assist in leading to quantifiable improvements in overall 
process performance when such changes are implemented.
To this level of work, the performance is similar to developing blueprints and 
constructing system components. The work in final stage is concerned with installation, 
assembly, and deployment of the engineered process and supporting systems. Moreover, 
there are three main steps in this stage summarized as follows:
1. Configure a technical platform to support process information and communication 
requirements;
2. Develop, test, and provide documentation for the database structures for such 
requirements;
3. After that, design a systems integration plan addressing the need to develop 
migration systems to replacing ineffective existing or legacy systems.
2.2.6 Project Execution
The “TO-BE” process is assumed to be designed at this level including activity 
and data models by the enterprise’ process team where the new process supported by the 
IS has been constmcted and tested.
In this stage, the organizational change management plan have been developed 
and approved. That includes the development of the new management stmcture, work 
methods, and work flows.
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Also, all documentations, procedures, and forms are designed and ready to be 
deployed. In addition, there will be training systems to be placed and tested. Also in this 
stage, support stmcture for the reengineered process and its underlying (IS) is be 
completed and tested.
The process team will then install and deploy the improved process within the 
organization where the required installation and deployment process must be well 
planned and correctly executed [KBSI, 2000].
It is vital to mention in this part that any critical problems at this stage can dismpt 
business operations. It also can confuse and frustrate stakeholders resulting in irreparable 
harm to the enterprise as a whole. Because of that, there are five cmcial steps for the 
objective of securing the project success during this stage and are summarized as follow:
1. All approved project-related documents need to be reviewed for developing a 
project management plan for systems installation and deployment;
2. IS need to be installed and tested, then the need for implementing training 
programs and a transition plan, and decommission obsolete IS;
3. Organize an organizational change management plan, where it will include 
revised policies, finalizes organization realignment. Also, finishing transition to 
the new process and IS;
4. Function and maintain process and IS. That will include the identification and 
resolution of issues, and the preparation of regular status reports;
5. Maintain Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) by reviewing status reports and 
consulting with employees and other stakeholders for the objective of determining 
all possible improvement opportunities.
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2.3 Business Processes And Work Flow Modelling
2.3.1 Complexity In Business Processes Modelling
The question that needs to be asked is What Makes processes complex? Biemans 
[2001] has linked the answer to the stmcture of business processes including the variety 
of elements and relationships between them in the business processes.
Two aspects need to be considered while looking into the variety of the elements. 
First, the business processes typically involve several knowledge domains, for instance, a 
bank that functions a mixture of people with financial, commercial, technical, legal, or 
social backgrounds. Business processes, often executed by computers and people, deal 
with several of these domains.
The second aspect includes the business processes that operate on different time 
scales. For instance, payment transactions occur in split seconds; on the other hand, 
personal data about cardholders may remain unchanged for years.
It is very clear that aspects of business processes are perceived as stable however 
in fact they are changing slowly. Obviously, the varying time scales make it difficult to 
understand business processes. With respect to the variety of relations, business processes 
are often nearly independent. They seem to be independent, but in fact exchange 
information at certain points in time [Biemans, 2001].
When number of elements or relationships increases, there is more attention 
required to understand and classify the sorts of the elements and relationships. The 
complexity in business processes can be considered to be is partly subjective whether 
human beings perceive things as being complex depends on their background. This 
observation has assisted to determine another cause of complexity where different 
persons are involved in business systems, experts in different fields, and the people that 
are to carry out the business processes does not exist. They all speak a different language, 
which reduce the integration of a common understanding.
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In addition, different people, with their different objectives, and experiences 
modify the existing business processes resulting of entangled processes that hardly 
resemble the original design. The issue to hint about in this part, that the change in 
business processes stays complex. This is because it resists the large-scale overhauls and 
clean-ups necessary to install a modular stmcture that will successfully assist to oversee 
the business processes. That can be caused by lacking of time and also the natural 
resistance to change processes developed at high costs and still work one way or another.
Stmctured frameworks known as enterprise architectures can capture and manage 
the complexity of today's organizations. Organizations are systems composed of elements 
such as objectives, data, people, processes and technology. Coordination and integration 
are required by highly complex systems in order to manage the existing 
interdependencies between all these components. However, if these interdependencies are 
not sufficiently accounted for, silo solutions and isolated systems with an increased level 
of complexity may result as a consequence.
According to Suh [1999], there are two kinds of complexities in the time- 
independent situations. They are real and imaginary complexities, which are orthogonal 
to each other. Absolute complexity is defined to be a vector sum of the real and the 
imaginary complexities. Time-dependent complexity composed of two types, the first one 
Combinatorial and the second one is and periodical. In a system of a combinatorial 
complexity, the uncertainty of the future outcome continues to grow as a function of time.
Finally, mastering the complexity of the business process design must be the 
systems developers’ main concern. Business processes appear to change so fast and so 
inconsistently that it seems impossible to control. Mastering the complexity of the 
business processes will be a successful task if they are modeled and analyzed before they 
are modified [Biemans et al., 2001; Frizelle, 1998].
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2.3.2 Unified Modelling Language
There are large numbers of modelling methodologies that are currently in use to 
support application development for representing organisational aspects and system 
aspects as well. Graphical modelling methodologies can be considered to be the most 
suitable for communication and visualisation purposes in the architectural context.
The Unified Modelling Language (UML) is a standard modelling language for the 
specification, visualisation, constmction and documentation of software systems artifacts. 
It is very widely used to model systems, and also offers methodologies for organisational 
and process modelling. It is made up of a very specific notation and the related 
grammatical mles for constmcting software models. It does not proscribe or advise on 
how to use that notation in a software development process or as part of an object- 
oriented design methodology. The UML supports a rich set of graphical notation 
elements. It describes the notation for components, nodes, activities, workflow, and 
objects. It assists in modelling relationships between these elements.
The UML originates from a number of Object Oriented Methods (OOM) for 
systems design. According to Saven [2003], the OOM can be defined as methods to 
model and program a process described as objects, which are transformed by the 
activities along the process. The fundamental constmct is the “ object” , which combines 
both data structure (attributes) and behavior (operations) in a single entity. Objects may 
represent real world applications. The OOM provide a set of concepts and language 
elements that can be used to model different aspects. This includes the use-case diagrams, 
which show the actors, and class. Also, the object diagrams assist in defining objects and 
their behaviour as well as their states [Sparks, 2000; ElMaraghy, W., 2000(a)].
Moreover, several software development methodologies and tools use the UML 
as a basis of their contents. The UML provides a collection of diagrams used to model a 
system from different perspectives. That can be grouped into two categories. The first 
category is the structural diagrams. They are used to visualise, specify, constmct, and 
document the static aspects of a system. More and more, the UML provides four types of
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structural diagrams: class diagram, object diagram, component diagram and deployment 
diagram. Behavioural diagrams (second category) are used to visualise, specify, construct 
and document the dynamic aspects of a system. Also, the UML provides five types of 
behavioural diagrams including the use case diagram, state chart diagram, activity 
diagram, sequence diagram and also the collaboration diagram [Arbab, 2002].
Modelling the business processes is considered to be vital part of any software 
development process. It assists analysts to capture the broad outline and also procedures 
that govern what it is a business does. The BPM can provide an overview of where the 
proposed software system being considered will fit into the organisational stmcture and 
activities. That provides clear justification for building the system by capturing the 
current manual and automated procedures rolled up into a new system, and the associated 
cost benefit [Sparks, 2000].
Modelling business activities allows the analyst to capture the significant events, 
inputs, resources and outputs associated with business process. This is will be achieved 
by connecting design elements to the BPM through implementation links. Because it has 
a broader and more inclusive range than just considering the software system, clearly, the 
BPM allows the analysts to map what is in the scope of the proposed system and what 
will be implemented in other ways.
Sparks [2000] defined business process as a “collection of activities designed to 
produce a specific output for a particular customer or market”. It implies a strong 
emphasis on how the work is done within an organisation, in contrast to a product's focus 
on what. A process is a specific ordering of work activities across time and place, with a 
beginning, an end, and clearly defined inputs and outputs: a stmcture for action. A 
business process’s notation is demonstrated below in Figure 2.3 below.
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«  p ro c e s s? -^ *
Business Process
Figure 2.3: Business Process Notation [Sparks, 2000]
This process notation demonstrates a flow of activities from left to right. Where 
the event element is placed to the left of the process, its output is placed to the right one. 
The UML activity elements may be placed inside the process element to specifically 
notate the internal activities.
Information might be gained from customers, external sources, or from internal 
organizational units. It could be also achieved from a product of other processes. It is 
utilized by business process to complete their activities. However information is not 
consumed in the process, it is used as part of the transformation process.
Information is an asset, consumed during the process and a resource. It can be 
considered as an input to a business process. Information and resource’s notations are 
illustrated in Figure 2.4 below:
<* u r  c  usI ntor ima ti on
«s--=s s u p  p* I y »  
 \1>
c  *s p r o c e  s s >  s» 
B u s i n e s s  P r o c e s s
Figure 2.4: Notations OF Information And Resources [Sparks, 2000]
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From the supply link demonstrated in Figure 2.4, the information or object linked 
to the process is not used up in the processing phase. The input link indicates that the 
attached object or resource is consumed in the processing procedure. As illustrated in 
Figure 2.5, an event can be considered as the receipt of some object. It could be also a 
time or date reached, a notification or some other trigger that initiates the business 
process. The event may be consumed and transformed or it can be considered as a 
catalyst to the process.
Actor
\  [.; ■/nn i | \
>  r v
■ «<proc© 'ss»  
Business Process
Figure 2.5: Business Process Event [Sparks, 2000]
Business process output may be a physical object, a transformation of raw 
resources into a new arrangement, or an overall business result. This is illustrated in 
Figure 2.6.
« p r a c e s s »  
Business Process
« D u t p u t »
Figure 2.6: Business Process Output [Sparks, 2000]
As illustrated in Figure 2.7, very well determined goals from the business process 
where that is the reason why organization does invest in the business process. A goal is 
the business justification for performing the activity. Such goals should be defined in
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terms of the benefits this process will provide, for the organization as a whole and in 
satisfying the business needs.
<goal»
Business Process
Figure 2.7: Business Process Goal [Sparks, 2000]
A logical picture of a business process will result when various model elements 
are grouped together. That will include inputs, outputs, events, goals and other important 
resources, as illustrated in Figure 2.8 below:






Figure 2.8: A Logical Picture Of A Business Process [Sparks, 2000]
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2.3.3 Zachman Framework
Enterprise architectures present a conceptual map of an organization from many 
perspectives -  from business, applications, information and technological points of view. 
The conceptual map is a mandatory requirement for various management tasks such as 
Business Process Engineering (BPE).
Building enterprise architectures requires identification and consolidation of 
information about the organization from different perspectives. The relevant questions 
are: who is doing what, and how, where and when, but above all why? These questions 
reflect the main dimensions of an organization: data (what), functions (how), networks 
(where), organizational stmcture (who), schedule (when) and strategy (why).
According to Schallert [2001], the “enterprise architectures design” involves 
developing of a methodology to establish a basis for complexity management and change 
management. That also includes the lifecycle concept of IS in order to bridge the gap 
between strategy and implementation. Comprehensive modelling methodologies are also 
included to capture the entire organization, and a sophisticated modelling tool in order to 
build and maintain enterprise architecture efficiently.
The Zachman's framework for IS architecture was first proposed by Mr. John 
Zachman in 1987 and later extended in 1992. It is a widely used approach for developing 
and/ or documenting enterprise-wide IS architecture. Mr. Zachman has based his 
framework on practices in traditional architecture and engineering. It is an influencing 
framework for modelling IS architecture.
The “Framework for Enterprise Architecture” cross-references elements such as 
business objectives and scope, enterprise business models, IT models and technology 
models against perspectives such as data, processes, networks, people and time. The 
approach covers multiple dimensions has achieved high levels of popularity in the 
domain of enterprise modeling [Schallert, 2001].
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When Mr. Zachman first published the “Zachman framework” for enterprise 
architecture, he wrote " To keep the business from disintegrating, the concept of IS 
architecture (ISA) is becoming less of an option and more of a necessity". According to 
Schallert [2001], Zachman's framework for enterprise architecture proposes a stmctured 
set of perspectives and levels. This is to define and describe today’s complex 
organizations. It applies a generic classification scheme to represent a complex object. 
The advantage of such a scheme is to focus on single aspects while at the same time 
taking a holistic perspective. This advantage is important for the management and 
continuous development of an organization. The Zachman framework is influenced by 
principles of classical architecture that establish a common vocabulary and set of 
perspectives for describing complex enterprise systems. This influence is reflected in the 
set of rules that govern an ordered set of relationships that are balanced and orthogonal.
The Zachman framework provides a view of subjects and models. They are 
required to develop complete enterprise architecture. As the framework identifies the 
primitives that make up enterprise architecture, it is pretty difficult to not use at least 
some of them. Figure 2.9 demonstrates the standard presentation of the Zachman 
framework. The columns of the framework provide the common sense mles that describe 
a story or explain an object. These mles are: Who? What? When? Where? How? and 
Why?
The rows of the framework provide increasing greater level of detail as required 
by various observers or listeners to a story. While some observers require only a very 
high level of detail, some require an in-depth, technical description of the story. 
Moreover, the purpose of the framework is to provide a basic structure which supports 
the organization, access, integration, interpretation, development, management, and 
changing of a set of architectural representations of the organizations IS. Such objects or 
descriptions of architectural representations are usually referred to as artifacts. The 
framework, then, can contain global plans as well as technical details, lists and charts as 
well as natural language statements. Any appropriate approach, standard, role, method, 
technique, or tool may be placed in it [Zachman, 1999].
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Figure 2.9; The Zachman Framework [Zachman, 
Http://Www.Istis.Unomaha.Edu/Isqa/Vanvliet/Arch/Isa/Isa.Htm|
This framework can be viewed as a tool to organize any form of meta-data for the 
enterprise. Multiple perspectives of the overall architecture are provided on the vertical 
axis. On the horizontal axis, a classification of the various artifacts of the architecture is 
given. The Zachman framework demonstrated above in Figure 2.9 describes a holistic 
model of an enterprise's information infrastructure from six perspectives. They include 
the planner, owner, designer, builder, subcontractor, and the working system. There is no 
guidance on sequence, process, or implementation of the framework. The focus is on 
ensuring that all aspects of an enterprise are “well organized” and exhibit “clear 
relationships” that will ensure a complete system regardless of the order established 
[Zachman, Http://www.Istis.Unomaha.Edu/Isqa/Vanvliet/Arch/Isa/Isa.Html.
The major principles that guide the application of the Zachman Framework
include:
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1. A complete system can be modeled by depicting answers to the questions why, 
who, what, how, where, and when;
2. The six perspectives capture all the critical models required for system 
development;
3. The constraints for each perspective are additive; those of a lower row are added 
to those of the rows above to provide a growing number of restrictions;
4. The columns represent different abstractions in an effort to reduce the complexity 
of any s ingle model that is built;
5. The columns have no order;
6. The model in each column must be unique;
7. Each row represents a unique perspective;
8. Each cell is unique;
9. The inherent logic is recursive.
The Zachman framework is a simple concept with powerful implications. By 
understanding any particular aspect of a system at any point in its development, system 
designers constmct a tool that can be very useful in making decisions about changes or 
extensions. The framework contains six rows and six columns yielding 36 unique cells or 
aspects. This can be seen in the framework diagram illustrated in Figure 2.9. The rows 
and the columns are separated as follows in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 respectively:




Scope Corresponds to an executive summary for a planner who wants an 
estimate of the size, cost, and functionality of the system.
Enterprise Model Shows all the business entities and processes and how they 
interact.
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Table 2.1: Zachman Horizontal Aspects [Schallert, 2001] (Continue)
System model Used by a systems analyst who must determine the data elements 
and software functions that represents the business model.
Technology Model Considers the constraints of tools, technology, and materials.
Components Represent individual, independent modules that can be allocated 
to contractors for implementation.
Functioning System Depicts the operational system





Represents the people relationships within the enterprise. The 
design of the enterprise organization has to do with the allocation 
of work and the stmcture of authority and responsibility. The 
vertical dimension represents delegation of authority, and the 
horizontal represents the assignment of responsibility.
When
Represents time, or the event relationships that establish 
performance criteria and quantitative levels for enterprise 
resources. This is useful for designing the master schedule, 
processing architecture, control architecture, and timing devices.
Why
Describes the motivations of the enterprise. This reveals the 
enterprise goals and objectives, business plan, knowledge 
architecture, and knowledge design.
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Table 2.2: Zachman Vertical Aspects [Schallert, 2001] (Continue)
W hat
Describes the entities involved in each perspective of the 
enterprise. Examples include business objects, system data, 
relational tables, or field definitions.
How
Shows the functions within each perspective. Examples include 
business processes, software application function, computer 
hardware function, and language control loop.
Where
Shows locations and interconnections within the enterprise. This 
includes major business geographical locations, separate sections 
within a logistics network, allocation of system nodes, or even 
memory addresses within the system.
2.3.4 Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open System Architecture
Enterprise modelling can be considered as a cmcial step both for enterprise 
engineering and enterprise integration. It is concerned with representation and analysis 
methods for design engineering and automation of enterprise operations at various levels 
of details. In addition, it applies to the modelling of material, information and control 
flows of the enterprise. This is with respect the function, information, and resource or 
organization viewpoint. The complexity of modem enterprises makes enterprise 
modelling a major issue. The need for integrating several different features requires a 
powerful modelling technique, such as the Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open 
System Architecture (CIMOSA). This is required to represent functional, control, 
informational and organizational aspects.
The CIMOSA is an-open systems architecture for the Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing (CIM). It is based on a three stage, process-based enterprise modelling 
approach, partly covering the enterprise life cycle. It covers functional/ behavioural, 
information, resource, and organisation aspects of an integrated enterprise at various
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modelling levels. It stmctures CIM systems as sets of distributed, co-operative agents 
(called functional entities) linked by an integrating infrastructure to timely execute the 
many concurrent business processes of manufacturing enterprises.
According to Williams [2000], CIMOSA separates functions using two 
interrelated concepts. The first one is “CIMOSA modelling framework” where specific 
and generic functions are separated. The second concept is “CIMOSA integrating 
infrastructure”. It supports the execution of generic functions and links specific functions. 
Effectively, it is considered to be the communication system that interconnects all of the 
functions in the CIM system. Berio and Vemdat [1999] defined CIMOSA as an open 
system architecture, developed for integration in manufacturing but widely applicable to 
integration of any type of enterprises.
Four modelling views are defined within the enterprise functions of CIMOSA. 
They are as follows: the function view, which describes workflows, is first. Second is the 
information view, which describes the inputs and outputs of functions. Resource view, 
that describes the stmcture of resources (humans, machines, and control and IS) is third. 
The fourth view is the organisation view, which defines authorities and responsibilities
The CIMOSA modelling framework as illustrated in Figure 2.10 provides the user 
with architectural constmcts and guidelines for the stmctured description of business 
requirements and their translation into CIM system design and implementation.
Derivation process guides the user through the three modelling levels. The first 
level is the requirements definition of the enterprise business. That will be followed by 
the optimization and specification of the requirements (design specification). 
Implementation description is the third level. On each modelling level, the enterprise is 
analysed from different viewpoints.
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Figure 2.10: CIMOSA Modelling Framework [The CIMOSA Association, 
Http://Cimosa.Cnt.Pl/Docs/Primer/Primer5.1itml
The CIMOSA defines three levels of “genericity” from purely generic to the 
highly particular. This is to minimize modelling effort. The first "generic" level is a 
reference catalogue of basic CIMOSA architectural. It is developed for components, 
constraints, mles, terms, service function and protocols. The second partial level includes 
a set of partial models applicable to a specific category of enterprises. The third particular 
level is related to one particular enterprise. It is defined in the instantiation process by the 
modeller using prepared building blocks from the generic and partial level. It also assists 
in developing new particular enterprise specific components. The CIMOSA model of an 
enterprise can be released (Integration Process) for the execution in the CIMOSA 
Integrating Infrastructure (IIS) environment after the modelling process is finished. The 
IIS as illustrated in Figure 2.11 enables CIMOSA models to be executed. It allows the 
control and monitoring of enterprise operations as described in the models.
Furthermore, it provides a unifying software platform to achieve integration of 
heterogeneous hardware and software components of the CIM system. The integrating
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infrastructure is made of a number of system-wide, generic services. The business 
services control the enterprise operations according to the model. The information 
services provide for data access, data integration and data manipulation, and the 
presentation services act as a standardised interface to machines, applications and 
humans.
P articu lar  Enterprise 
oae
I releasê -
in tegra ting  Infrastructure
B u s in e s s  
Entity
M an a g em en t 
Entity
In fo rm a tio n  ■  P re s e n ta t io n  
Entity  I  Entity
C o m m o n  
Entity
In fo rm a tio n  T ech n o lo g y  
Resources
E nterprise O p eration  Resources
Figure 2.11: CIMOSA Integrating Infrastructure 
[The CIMOSA Association, Http://Cimosa.Cnt.Pl/Docs/Primer/Pnnier5.Html
A product that is connected to the presentation services can be attached and 
removed without changing any other part of the (IT) environment [The CIMOSA 
Association, Http://Cimosa.Cnt.Pl/Docs/Primer/Primer5.Htm1.
2.3.5 IDEFo Design Methodology
2.3.5.1 Background
During the 1970s, the U.S. Air Force program for Integrated Computer Aided 
Manufacturing (ICAM) has demanded to increase manufacturing productivity through 
systematic application of computer technology. The ICAM program has helped to
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identify the need for better analysis and communication methodologies for improving 
manufacturing productivity. Also, the ICAM program has developed a series of 
methodologies known as the IDEF (ICAM Definition) that are summarized in Table 2.3 
below:
Table 2.3: IDEFX Implementation 
[Draft Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 183, 1993]
IDEF Technique Implementations
IDEFo
Implemented to produce a "Function Model" which can be defined 
as a stmctured representation of the functions, activities or 
processes within the modeled system.
IDEFi
Deployed to produce a "Data Model" that can be defined as 
stmcture and semantics of information within the modeled system 
or subject area.
i d e f 2
Implemented to produce a "Dynamics Model" which represents the 
time-varying behavioural characteristics of the modeled system.
IDEF3 Process Capture Method.
IDEF4 Object-Oriented Design Method.
IDEFg Ontology Description.
2.3.5.2 The IDEFo Modelling Approach
IDEF0 (Integration DEFinition language 0) can be described as a business 
modelling technique that represents a system as a network of inter-connected activities. A 
mix of graphics and natural language are both used to capture and communicate process 
details for the objective of capturing a very rich set of process knowledge. In addition to 
the definition of the IDEFo language, the IDEFo methodology also prescribes procedures
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and methodologies for developing and interpreting models, including ones for data 
gathering, diagram construction, review cycles and documentation. The IDEFo is based 
on stmctured analysis and design technique. That includes both a definition of a graphical 
modelling language (syntax and semantics) and a description of a comprehensive 
methodology for developing models.
Models of the IDEFo are considered hierarchical and they start with a single 
activity at the highest level where this activity is then decomposed into three to six 
activities on the next page. Those activities will be then decomposed if necessary for the 
purpose of the model. The hierarchical structure means that each page of the model 
contains a relatively small amount of information. This is a contrast to flow charts that 
can have many different activities.
The IDEFo is a public domain modelling system and it is an American Federal 
Information Processing Standards Publication (FIPS 183), where it can be used to 
produce structured documentation suitable for ISO 9000 [Draft Federal Information 







Figure 2.12: The IDEFo Main Parent Activity Component 
[Draft Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 183, 1993]
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Figure 2.13: The IDEFo Component And Activity Models
[Draft Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 183, 1993]
This concept is considered to be graphical representations of the interfaces 
between activities that occur in the real world where they are distinguished by their four 
basic uses on an activity:
1. Inputs: information or objects required to perform the activity;
2. Outputs: information or objects that are created when the function is performed;
3. Controls: the conditions or circumstances that govern the activity’s performance;
4. Mechanism: the persons or devices that carry out the activity.
The IDEFo models components as illustrated in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13; are 
considered to be easy to be understood. This is because this methodology only contains 
two elements - boxes and arrows where the boxes represent the activities and the arrows 
represent the inputs, outputs, controls and mechanisms of those activities. The inputs are
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transformed in the activity using, but not consuming, mechanisms or resources such as 
staff and machines to produce outputs. Moreover, processes and operations of the activity 
will be moderated by controls such as policies and procedures [Leong, 2000].
The IDEFo modelling technique can be implemented in data processing and 
manufacturing systems where these systems consist of a network of inter-connected 
activities. In addition, the IDEFo can be used to model a wide variety of automated and 
non-automated systems. For new systems, IDEFo may be used first to define the 
requirements and specify the functions, and then to design an implementation that meets 
the requirements and performs the functions. For existing systems, IDEFo can be used to 
analyze the functions the system performs and to record the mechanisms (means) by 
which these are done.
The result of applying IDEFo to a system is a model composed of a hierarchical 
series of diagrams, text, and glossary cross-referenced to each other. As mentioned 
earlier, the two primary modelling components are functions that are represented on a 
diagram by boxes and the data and objects that inter-relate those functions that are 
represented by arrows and boxes as illustrated in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13.
Potentially, the IDEF0 can provide systems engineering approach to performing 
the SAD at all levels, for systems composed of people, machines, materials, computers 
and information of all varieties - the entire enterprise, a system, or a subject area.
Also, it produces reference documentation, which is concurrent with the 
development to serve as a basis for integrating new systems or improving existing 
systems. In addition, the methodologies can easily increase the communication level 
among analysts, designers, users, and managers. This is to successfully managing large 
and complex projects using qualitative measures of progress and supplying reference 
architecture for enterprise analysis, information engineering and resource management 
[Leong, 2000; ElMaraghy, 2000 (a); ElMaraghy, 2003 (b)].
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2.3.5.3 Characteristics Of The IDEFo Function Modelling Language
The IDEFo function modelling language can be considered as a comprehensive, 
expressive, and capable of graphically representing a wide variety of business,
manufacturing and other types of enterprise operations to any level of detail.
Also, the IDEFo technique assists to improve the communication level between 
systems analysts/ developers and also the users through ease of learning since it is created 
on hierarchical exposition of detail. Moreover, the IDEFo design methodology can be 
considered as a simple modelling language providing precise expression, and promotes 
consistency of usage and interpretation. This technique can be generated by variety of 
computer graphics tools and successfully many commercial products do support
development and analysis of its contents [KBSI, 2000; BIS, 2004].
The IDEFo can achieve four kinds of modelling integration:
1. It is considered to be an integrated modelling approach in which the different 
modelling processes share same common information on functionality of the 
enterprise system being modeled.
a. Ensure compatibility between function model and other models;
b. Reduce time and effort needed to build and maintain them.
2. It allows system users/ developers to work together more easily than when using 
models built independently.
3. The use of a knowledge-based system to semi automate the generation of IDEFo 
models based on the concept of reference models
a. Reducing modelling time and effort;
b. Eliminate model inconsistency;
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c. Changing relevant parts of the extended IDEFo model where that will be 
much easier to perform than changing directly the controller software can 
effect any changes to the system operations.
4. Extend the IDEF0 model to include other details (Computer process-able) not only
for workflow analysis (e.g. Simulation), but also workflow execution
a. Reducing time and effort of both system development and system 
maintenance;
b. Any changes to system operations can be effected by changing relevant 
parts of extended IDEFo model which is much easier than changing 
directly the controller software.
2.3.5.4 Selected Tool For IDEFo Modelling Approach
The parent activity namely “AO activity” is used to establish the context of the 
model. The diagram including the AO activity and its activations of the inputs, controls, 
and mechanism, are used by the activity to produce the activity’s outputs where that is 
referred to as the top level or the A-0 diagram. In addition, the A-0 diagram represents 
the system that it produces in accordance according to the inputs, controls, and 
mechanisms depicted.
The “AI0WIN7 model window” provides a graphic representation of each 
diagram in the active model. It also provides an individual diagram representing the 
activities as boxes and concepts as arrowed lines. The basic definition of the IDEF0 has 
been compiled in the AI0WIN7 where the A-0 diagram can contain only one activity 
where it can be decomposed. However, the decomposed diagrams must contain only 3 to 
6 activities as illustrated in Figure 2.13.
In addition, the activity/ concept matrix window illustrates diagrams in a matrix 
format. Each of the concepts in the diagram listed across the top of the matrix and also 
the activities in the active diagram are listed to the left as illustrated in Figure 2.14.
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The cells of the matrix identify the concept type and the correspondence between 
activities and concepts in the diagram. The source matrix window illustrates the 
associations between sources and activities in the active diagram. Where all the sources 
in the project are listed horizontally across the top of the matrix, the activities in the 
active diagram are listed vertically at the left side of the matrix [KBSI, 2002].
The main advantage of the model-level windows is the capability of defining 
occurrences of activities when they are specified to the context established by the model. 
The user can attach concepts to activities in each of the windows and edit the description, 
notes, sources, properties and costing information associated with a specified element.
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A2: Order Material D F
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A4: Maintain Supplier Base D ' S'
AJ: Prepare Material Budget A
Figure 2.14: The AI0WIN7 Activity/Concept Matrix Window [KBSI, 2002]
The A-0 diagram model represented in the AI0WIN7 tool is organized from the 
A-0 diagram down, with a succession of diagram levels delivering more detailed 
information about the A-0 diagram. The levels are numbered, in sequence as AO, A l, 
A ll ,  A ll  1, and so on.
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As mentioned earlier, the A-0 diagram contains a single activity namely, the AO 
activity. Its descriptive title is general enough to cover the different levels of sub 
activities that comprise it. System concepts can be considered as concepts attached to the 
AO activity where the uses on the AO activity define the context of the concept uses in the 
decomposition diagram.
When an activity is decomposed, the concepts attached to the AO activity will 
appear in the decomposition diagram. That will allow the tool’s user to distinguish the 
different sets of activations depicted in the model-level diagram. This is obtained by 
attaching these concepts to the newly added sub-activities. If the user will attach a 
concept from the parent-level diagram to an activity in the child-level diagram, the 
attached concept can be considered as a migrated one.
In the diagram window illustrated in Figure 2.15, the activities are shown in a 
tiered, descending order from left to right. The activities are numbered according to this 
order, and the default numbering scheme identifies the diagram level. For instance, the 
top most activity in the first-level decomposition diagram is numbered as “A l,” where in 
the second-level decomposition is numbered as “A l l ”.
Thi AO activity, lo ca ted  in the A
0 diagram, represent the top 
level of the m odel
Al is t h e  f i r s t  activity :in t i e , ■ 
di«mp®§iefiQf theAOaeivil.: 
Tha d ie s in p i io t i  i  r§fs«id to 
i s  the AQ d ig ra m  . - v .  v
A14 is the fourth activity In i t s  
d i ® m p s i0ft .of the At activity; 
The dicofflpostfon Is tf f tn id  to 
. as the At diagram ...
Material Acquisition
2  AO: Manage Material Acquisition' ,
A l: Pfoce ss MaterialRequests '
- e :  ogMaterial Request
- Q  alidate MaterialRequest
— Q  A13: Resolve Request Fioblems
evelop N ew Supplier Sp e cific ations 
— 0  A2: Order Material
Figure 2.15: Creating Diagram Hierarchies In The AI0WIN7 Tool [KBSI, 2002]
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The concepts in the AI0WIN7 tool are shown as lines with arrows where they are 
labeled, and coded according to their use in the parent diagram. The inputs and outputs 
are numbered in descending order, and the controls and mechanisms are numbered from 
left to right. [KBSI, 2002]
This brief description of the AI0WIN07 is compliant with the contents of the 
IDEFo processes modelling approach. Such implementation will be illustrated as 
representations of the tool because of the interest of justifying the tool’s capability (and 
Detect its Deficiencies) through representing two processes’ modelling case studies to be 
presented in this thesis. The representation will be compared with other representation 
formats including the Microsoft Power Point as well as the other selected BPM 
methodologies including the ADONIOS, LOVEM in ADONIS, as well as the ARIS 
framework.
2.3.6 Line Of Visibility Enterprise Modelling
2.3.6.1 Introduction
The LOVEM technique can be described as a graphical design approach for the 
business process and workflow design or redesign. This approach uses an integrated set 
of graphical modelling methodologies that helps in analysing and redesigning interactions 
between business, customers and internal processes. It also assists to develop 
requirements for customer and employee (Oriented Automated System) [IBM Global 
Services, 2000].
Moreover, the LOVEM technique can be also considered as a stmctured 
methodology for the business BPM*, and Business Process Mapping and Analysis 
(BPMA), and work flow redesign. The LOVEM has been developed to assist systems 
analysts and developers in analyzing and designing the organization, the workflows. 
Also, it is a designed modelling technique to analyze, and design business employees’ 
requirements, and planning skills for the organization [IBM Global Services, 2000].
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This modelling technique classifies its needs and wants based on the 
organizations’ customers, employees, as well as the organizations’ needs and wants 
resulting in improving the business processes and satisfying the business customers, 
employees and business as well. This is illustrated in Figure 2.16 below:
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Figure 2.16: Line Of Visibility Needs 
And Wants [IBM Global Services, 2000]
This customer-business processes approach, a focus on what the customer wants 
by how he/ she wants since customer satisfaction is considered to be as a high level 
priority. In addition, its graphical language is considered to be easy to be understood and 
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• Organizational Analysis and Design; and
• SAD.
Business developers can benefit for working with LOVEM in so many aspects. It 
can potentially improve the business productivity, and increase customers’ satisfaction. 
Also, it assists in increasing employees’ empowerment and enhancing the organizational 
effectiveness. This is together with improving the processes’ quality resulting in 
improving customer satisfaction.
Moreover, implementing the LOVEM technique can assist in reducing process 
defects, redundancies, and delays in the process. This will successfully lead to higher 
customer-employee satisfaction and assist in gaining better understanding of the business 
processes. In addition, that will result with better internal and external communication 
and process management, and clearer systems requirements leading to better application 
systems.
The LOVEM uses specific design language where its terms are described in Table
2.4 as follows:
Table 2.4: Design Language Of The Line Of Visibility 
Enterprise Modelling [IBM Global Services, 2000]
Objective Implementations
To Analyze The AS IS blueprints for problems and opportunities
To Model Alternatives to a process path at different levels of detail with 
various design points
To Design Certain aspects of a business based on a stable model
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Table 2.4: Design Language Of The Line Of Visibility Enterprise 
Modelling [IBM Global Services, 2000] (Continue)
To Blueprint 
Business Processes
Either at “AS-IS” or “To Be” state at various levels of abstraction 
and detail.
2.3.6.2 Modelling Approach
The LOVEM methodology uses the workflow charting to support workflow 
analysis and re-engineering. The LOVEM in ADONIS as illustrated in Figure 2.17, will 
be used as a tool to help using LOVEM methodology towards selected processes 





















Time End-to-End Path Workflow
Figure 2.17: Line Of Visibility Graphical 
Process Modelling Chart [IBM Global Services, 2000]
As mentioned earlier, the process capability of the LOVEM can be described in 
enabling systems developers to use other methods and approaches with it. That includes
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information engineering, data modelling, knowledge management, and also the SAD 
methodologies [IBM Global Services, 2000; Trautmann, 2000]. The Line of Visibility 
Charts (LOVC) uses the “AS-IS” and “TO-BE” business process designs at the logical, 
physical, and also the job levels.
The Logical LVC (LLOVC) presents a high-level view of the processes and data 
for one line of business or business area. They assist in defining and documenting in 
context all business rules and policies. That includes the Critical Measurement Point 
(CMP), Critical Success Factors (CSF), and also the Goal Strategy Policy (GSP). In 
addition, the LLOVC can also be deployed for process path management since it is 
considered as stable model. That provides a high level scope of work beside the fact of 
being a common specification language. The main focus of the LLOVC is on the “What- 
To-Achieve” for one LOB including customers’ band, LOV, business area, customer 
processes, internal processes, business control, and also the data flows [IBM Global 
Services, 2000].
The Physical LOVCs are detailed blueprints of the departments, jobs, systems, 
activities, information flows, and also measurements. They illustrate the interactions 
between internal, external, and customer organizations. The “AS-IS PLOVCs” are 
deployed to assist discovering Problem Areas (PAs), and CMPs for the aim of developing 
some useful solutions. The “TO-BE PLOVCs” represents the reengineered processes, 
organization, and systems.
While working on a BPR project, the PLOVC can assist in understand the “AS- 
IS” and also the TO-BE process design at the physical levels. It also facilitates the 
organizational analysis and design and assists in preparing the workflow implementation 
where it also can be implemented for communication, and education. Moreover, the 
PLOVC can be used as a blueprint for business decisions. Such use will result in 
preparing the outsourcing, restructuring the process flow, and enabling in introducing 
new technology and systems.
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Improving the cycle time and lowering the operational costs are also achieved 
while deploying the PLOVC. It assists business analysts and developers to successfully 
determine areas required for of reengineering. In addition, it supports Day-To-Day senior 
level management’s decisions. The main focus of the PLOVC relies on how one 
objective can be achieved. Such objective might include customer band, customer 
activities, information flow, LOV, and department/ job bands [IBM Global Services, 
2000, Trautmann, 2000].
According to IBM [2000], the most detailed view of the business processes can be 
achieved by deploying the Job Line of Visibility Charts (JLOVCs). They assist in 
providing accurate blueprints for each job, showing interfaces to customers, internal and 
external organizations, as well as systems. Also, the JLOVC assists in understanding the 
individual job where that is considered as a final step in the top down design. It can be 
considered as a framework to determine the skills, education and hiring requirements, 
staffing levels, Job levels, and direction the business should follow in the future. As of 
assisting the business communication and education, the JLOVC can assist in selecting 
new employees, internal and external interfaces and also enabling process and business 
implementation.
2.3.6.3 ADONIS Business Process Management Toolkit
ADONIS is a multi-user, client-server toolkit for the Windows environments. It is 
intended for the modelling of the activity based organizational processes, used for a large 
variety of different modelling purposes. The (IS) is stored in relational databases, namely 
Oracle, and MS Stmctured Query Language (SQL) server. Moreover, information 
maintained within the ADONIS system can be easily accessed via an open interface using 
ADONIS Definition Language (ADL) or Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) [BOC, 
2004, Boucher et al., 2003].
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The ADONIS application might be described in different scenarios as follows:
• Business process optimization and continuous improvement of the business 
processes (Benchmarking, Monitoring, “AS-IS” Vs. should-be scenarios);
• Organisation management (Organisation documentation, Job descriptions);
• Controlling (Process Costing, Activity Based Costing (ABC);
• Process-based knowledge management;
• Process-based development of E-business applications;
• Personnel capacity planning;
• Strategy management;
• Skills management; and
• IT management.
It includes a graphical modelling editor to visualize the enterprise business 
processes system (workflow, methods). It also includes organisational environment 
(company organisation, IT systems). According to BOC [2004], the analysis component 
within the ADONIS BPM* tool is based on a query language, which is able to refine all 
kinds of model and process information. The results can be displayed in graphical or 
tabular format. It can also be exported to a vast group of other tools in various formats.
Simulation component assists in investigating impact and effects of changes in the 
business processes or the organisational stmcture before implementing physically 
implementing them. The ADONIS tool includes different simulation algorithms, used in 
static or dynamic personnel and resource planning. Similarly, results can be displayed in 
graphical or tabular format, and exported to other tools. It is vital to add here that the 
LOVEM in ADONIS tool kit offers more than just one standard configuration. In 
addition, the extensive customising capabilities enable system developers to configure the 
meta-concept of ADONIS to meet precise requirements.
The ADONIS BPM* tool kit has been mainly implemented focusing on its 
standard SAD approach as well as on the LOVEM component embedded in this tool. In
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addition, both cases studies in this thesis have been represented through the ADONIS 
standard processes modelling types. This has been demonstrated in both Appendix C. as 
well as Appendix D. the implementation of the LOVEM component in ADONIS tool kit 
has been also included in this thesis. In addition, the installation procedure of the 
LOVEM in ADONIS has been presented in Appendix F [BOC ITC GmbH, URL: 
www.boc-eu.coml.
2.3.7 Architecture Of Integrated Information System
2.3.7.1 Business Process Framework
BPR can be considered as a key issue for enterprises to regain competitiveness 
and profitability in increasingly unstable market. Enterprises that are customer-focused 
need to be stmctured along their core processes, and have to be strictly value-oriented. 
Moreover, the workflow management is based on cooperative, distributed workflow 
applications. It requires business process re-engineering to be effective, and also 
considers process models as a specification for the control of the process execution.
The focus of the architecture of integrated information system (ARIS) targets the 
analysis and requirements definition phases during the design of managerial IS. The 
ARIS can be considered as a multi layer -  multi view approach. Its main focus relies on 
the business-related issues distinguishing between the organization, function, information 
and control views as illustrated in Figure 2.18. Each view can further be detailed 
according to suitable methods with a condition of being compatible to the contents of the 
ARIS framework.
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Figure 2.18: ARIS Business Process Framework View [Hammer, 2003]
The ARIS approach provides a generic well documented methodological 
framework as well as a powerful BPM tool. It assists in supporting the entire process re­
engineering project during all life cycle phases.
The most important entities here are functions and events, which are linked 
together to the Event Driven Process Chain (EDPC). The EDPC models the control flow 
of the business process. It can be extended by links to other relevant entities contributed 
by other views. Functions can be connected to input and output data, which are located in 
the data view to model the data.
The ARIS-BPM approach can be considered as a basis for developing the 
business view. This is because the ARIS has an elaborated decomposition of an enterprise 
in several views including data view, function view, and organization view. This is to 
realize the connection between these views defined as the control/ process view.
Also, ARIS integrates several modelling methods, for example, the entity 
relationship models, and object-oriented approaches. More and more, ARIS is supported 
by a toolset, which is commercially successful and implemented in several industrial 
applications as mentioned earlier [IDS-Scheer, 2003; Hammer, 2003].
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The ARIS business process framework is a unique and internationally renowned 
method for optimizing business processes and implementing application systems. The 
ARIS methods can successfully model and realize business processes. This will 
successfully lead to an information model that is the keystone for a systematic and 
intelligent method of developing application systems. Such application system is 
developed for BPI whatever or wherever they are in the enterprise. This is an 
acknowledged way of improving the enterprise business processes [IDS-Scheer, 2003; 
Hammer, 2003].
2.3.7.2 Business Process Architecture
As described in previous section, the ARIS business process framework is based 
on four different views for capturing and documenting the enterprise business processes. 
They are described in three layers of abstraction that will be discussed and illustrated in 
this section. As illustrated in Figure 2.19, the planned innovation and underlying 
application system architecture are defined. Then, information is forwarded to process 
specification layer, where using methodologies like simulation’ specifies blueprint for the 
resulting business processes, best practice reference.
The ABC models are used as a guideline for implementation of all physical and 
information handling processes on execution layer. This is done within and across 
enterprises IS based on standard application software package. The individual business 
process execution engines are based on the business process specification [Scheer, 1992; 
Hammer, 2003].
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Figure 2.19: ARIS Business Process Architecture View [Hammer, 2003]
Next, the executed processes are measured and controlled on the controlling level. 
If differences observed between planned key performance indicators and the actual 
values, either a CPI will be done through the process specifications layer or the situation 
is resolved on a strategic level. The ARIS requirements definition follows primary 
business oriented and not technical goals. For instance, during the requirements 
definition, aspects such as time, costs, frequency, redundancy, etc., are explored. After 
conducting initial level business processes analyses, alternatives for BPI are developed 
next. That will mainly rely on what kind of solutions is considered to achieve the chosen 
alternative based on the interest. It could be organizational, personal, technical, or even a 
mixture approaches.
From the technical point of view, it is possible to explore BPM with regard to 
what kind of (IS) is necessary. Therefore, all views have to be integrated in the process 
model. That must include information, organization, function, and processes as described
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earlier in the RAIS framework view earlier. The processes modelling is defined on the 
requirements definition level and approved as input for the development of workflow 
applications, where they can be refined in the next level. The ARIS-BPM approach 
covers a comprehensive view of the entire business. This is because it has an elaborated 
decomposition of the enterprise in its data view, function view, and also organization 
view. Also, it assists in determining the connection between these views, (the control/ 
processes view).
2.3.7.3 Architecture Of Integrated Information System and Zachman Framework -
A comparison
A detailed description of the Zachman and ARIS frameworks has been presented 
in this thesis. In this section, a summary of both frameworks will be presented where that 
will be followed by a comparison of both frameworks. As described earlier, the Zachman 
framework is viewed as a matrix where the stakeholders involved in the architecture 
design process (Planner, Owner, Designer, Builder, Subcontractor, and User) are 
represented on the vertical axis. On the horizontal axis, abstract description fields show 
what, how, and where will be produced by whom, when and why. The vertical 
perspectives of the framework are components from high level to detailed components 
following the software development lifecycle.
The Zachman framework outlines appropriate methods to capture and analyze the 
coordination and integration needs at each intersection of a vertical and horizontal 
component. The framework presents one of the most comprehensive attempts to ensure 
that all aspects of a planned business system are properly captured and modeled. The 
two-dimensional framework in the Zachman framework can be considered as “easy to 
understand”. In addition, they are accepted and applied by many organizations worldwide 
[Schallert, 2001].
However, the Zachman framework has some shortcomings through the missing 
explicit integration between the different horizontal dimensions in the framework. 
Schallert [2001] stated that the “Zachman Framework does not directly emphasise value
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creation within processes. Therefore it is not explicitly oriented on outputs, business 
processes and overall efficiency”.
The ARIS is considered to be concepts similar to the Zachman framework. It has 
five different perspectives, which cover different viewpoints on an organization 
(Business Processes, Functions, Data, Organizational Structure, and Outputs). Moreover, 
three different levels represent the main stages of the software engineering lifecycle. 
They are the requirements definition, design specification, and implementation.
The resulting two-dimensional ARIS framework concentrates on business 
processes, unlike the Zachman framework where all perspectives are equally related to 
each other. A more process-oriented view is taken across the organization, providing the 
basis for the integration of all elements in enterprise architecture.
The principal objective of both approaches is to integrate IS, and to bridge the gap 
between strategy and implementation. The ARIS and Zachman frameworks have a 
similar design paradigm as they both span a two-dimensional framework.
However, the six vertical dimensions (Description Fields) in Zachman's approach 
are similar to the views in ARIS, both approaches split the complexity of an organization 
into the same perspectives; what, how, where, who, when and why. Moreover, the 
Zachman six horizontal representation perspectives are analogous to the implied software 
lifecycle concept in ARIS [Schallert, 2001].
In the following part, it will be outlined in details how the ARIS approach can 
contribute to overcome these shortcomings while still following the Zachman Framework 
structure.
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2.3.7.3.1 Vertical Comparisons
The main strength of the Zachman framework is a detailed focus on description 
fields. It distinguishes between data, function, network, people, time and rationale. ARIS 
is primarily focused on business processes, data, functions and organization.
As illustrated in Figure 2.20, data and functions correspond directly with the 
Zachman framework. The organization view in ARIS captures both, people and network 
on different levels of abstraction. This simplifies the enterprise architecture of an 
organization. The time component of Zachman’s framework is implicitly part of the data 
view in ARIS. This is because the modelling object ‘event’ represents stages of business 
objects in terms of time and logical sequence.
Furthermore, objective diagrams as part of the function view in ARIS cover 
Zachman’s description field of ‘rationale’. Thus, in a business framework all rationales 
can be captured. In conclusion all vertical description fields of the Zachman Framework 
can be found in ARIS’ views. Figure 4 summarizes the determined commonalities of the 
Zachman Framework and ARIS.
The four main ARIS views (Data, Organization, Function, and Process) ensure 
that enterprise architectures can be captured in its completeness and from various 
perspectives. That includes business, application, information, and technology.
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Figure 2.20: Vertical Comparisons And Integration In ARIS [Schallert, 2001]
According to Schallert [2001], “ARIS is complemented by an output view 
emphasizing the importance of value creation within an organization on all levels. Also, 
it includes the integrative and dynamic process view”. This leads to a high level of 
consistency of the enterprise architecture. In comparisons to the Zachman framework, 
this additional focus on business processes is a particular advantage, especially when 
integration of IS will be the declared objective.
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2.3.7.3.2 Horizontal Comparisons
Design paradigm of the ARIS and the Zachman frameworks, follows the main 
idea of integration of IS. Both frameworks address the organization in their entireties, 
coordination, and integration needs. Also, they are based on predefined levels of 
abstraction to simplify, reduce, and manage complexity.
The implementation of a lifecycle concept for IS in ARIS is similar with the six 
perspectives within the architecture design process of Zachman’s framework as 
illustrated in Figure 2.21. The design process addresses all completed tasks of enterprise 
architectures for all involved stakeholders. That includes the planner, owner, designer, 
builder, subcontractor, and user. In addition, the planner’s contextual level who defines 
scope and objectives in the Zachman framework is similar to the description of a business 
problem in ARIS.
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Figure 2.21: Horizontal Comparisons And Integration In ARIS [Schallert, 2001J
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Both frameworks focus on establishing a concept, which describes the required 
functionality of the IS. In the lifecycle concept of ARIS, the design specification and 
implementation description’ describe the logical, physical, and out of context 
perspectives of the Zachman framework. The ARIS framework summarizes these three 
different levels into only two, neglecting the “Out of Context” level.
Schallert [2001] believes that it is “Questionable How Far the Out of Context” 
level of Zachman’s framework adds significant value within the design process. This was 
originally derived from an industry design process for airplanes, where subcontractors 
play a significant role. Furthermore, it could be concluded that the subcontractors are 
only substitutes for designer and builder and are not related to specific tasks as designer 
and builder are. However, continues interaction between designer, builder and 
subcontractor means that that the IS will be designed and finally implemented”.
Functioning system is ensured at the lowest level, which is similar to ARIS 
transcription into the IT. The ARIS design specification is translated into concrete 
hardware and software components. Both ARIS and Zachman framework can be 
considered as a map, which covers the complete cycle from strategy to implementation of 
IS. Such map allows transforming from a strategic to an operational level. The ARIS 
lifecycle concept for the IS summarizes and simplifies this area while emphasizing on the 
interrelations of single concept phases [Schallert, 2001].
2.3.7.3.3 Method Comparisons
As the Zachman framework is not designed as a tool-based, ARIS can be regarded 
as complementing this concept. Based on several integrated modelling methodologies, it 
is very clear that ARIS can capture a complete picture of data, applications, 
organizations, and processes supported by a tool set. It comes with an underlying Meta 
model that precisely specifies interrelation between all modelling methodologies. This is 
major comparisons that Zachman framework lacks but ARIS has overcome.
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However the Zachman framework provides a very popular approach due to its 
simple and logical stmcture to build enterprise architecture, the lack of a corresponding 
tool is its main shortcoming. Table 2.5 illustrates how the selected ARIS modelling 
methodologies from Table 2.6 below can be utilized within the Zachman Framework.
Table 2.5: Modelling Methodologies In ARIS [Schallert, 2001]
View D e sc rip tio n  Level o f S y stem  L ifecycle D e sc rip tio n  M ethod/ M odelling T ech n iq u e
Fjdctian !<oq.' 'e :rf:fts I.V.:fin hor ■ Function decomposition diagram
* Process-oriented function tree
■ SAP application diagram
■ Objective diagram
* Application system type diagram
* Application system diagram
Data -
WKBBSm
■' . . -s.-.Lr’V
Heq j-rc ro i'ts  Del n-t’OP * ER mode!
•  Data cluster
•  Technical term model
■ SAP structured ER model (SERM)




* Cost driver diagram
* Information carrier diagram
• System interface model
■ Attribute allocation diagram
■ Data Table diagram
Organization neqj-'fc’re i'ts  Dc-lm tor. ■ Organizational chart
* Role and person type diagram




* Technical resource model
"'5 '$f, A,
R eqji'om erts DofinT or 1 Business framework 
1 Value added chain 
1 Extended event driven process chan  
■ Function allocation diagram 
1 Information flow diagram 
1 Process chain 
1 Rule diagram 
1 Communication diagram 
1 Input/'Output diagram 
1 SAP ALE models 
•  Business control diagram 
1 E-Business scenario diagram
* A ccess diagram
1 Program structure/ flow chart
1 Screen diagram
* Data flow diagram
* Hardware/ software allocation diagram
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Table 2.6: Positioning ARIS Modelling Methodologies 
Into The Zachman Framework [Schallert, 2001]
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In summary, both horizontal and vertical dimensions of these approaches capture 
the same objects. The ARIS main advantage lies in the integrative process view and the 
support by a market leading modelling solution. A high level blueprint for building 
enterprise architectures is delivered by the Zachman framework. The ARIS has the 
capability of capturing the dimensions of Zachman's framework in a very similar way. 
However, this was included with different naming and grouping.
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Finally, a comparison between the ARIS and the Zachman framework has been 
conducted and illustrated in Table 2.7 below. Such comparison has indicated that ARIS is 
the perfect complement to facilitate the design of enterprise architectures [Schallert, 
2001],
Table 2.7: Comparisons Of The Zachman 
And ARIS Frameworks [Schallert, 2001]
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2.3.7.4 Business Process Modelling Toolset
With continuous BPM*, systems developers can secure international competitive 
advantages and also ensure an optimum ROI. That will be achieved by implementing the 
right business processes analyses, design modelling methodologies, and tools [Scheer, 
1992; Burlton, 2001].
The ARIS tool set provides comprehensive computer support for BPM where its 
module provides means for a Computer Aided Analysis (CAA) planning and introduction 
of managerial IS. This systematic approach covers the entire Modelling Life Cycle 











Figure 2.22: ARIS Business Process Life Cycle [Hammer, 2003]
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The ARIS toolset provides realistic modelling, simulations of resources 
utilization, and ABC calculations such as (Make-or-Buy Decisions). Also, it provides a 
web-based communication of the modelled and optimised company processes. According 
to Professor Scheer’s view on the business processes change management, “Companies 
must change and they have to do so in ever shorter cycles where the causes are well 
known including globalisation, competitive pressure, corporate mergers and trends such 
as e-business, e-commerce, business process optimisation and workflow” [Doppler and 
Christopher, 2001; Scheer, 2004; ElMaraghy, 2003 (b)].
Systems developers are required to understand “Who does what and in what 
order? Which services are provided? And which software systems should be used to 
provide them?” The business models in the ARIS toolset provide users with a stable and 
proven basis for answering these questions listed above by professor Scheer. Capabilities 
of the ARIS business process framework lie on examining and assessing the current 
systems with regard to key performance indices. This is where weak point analysis can be 
conducted for each modeling [IDS-Scheer, 2004; Rosemann, 2000].
As mentioned earlier when this modelling approach has been discussed, the ARIS 
business processes framework focuses on the analysis and requirements definition phase 
during the design of managerial IS, not on the execution of business processes. This 
comprehensive approach provides a generic and well-documented methodological 
framework.
ARIS business process framework’ illustrated in Figure 2.18 distinguishes 
between organization, function, information and control views. It uses a graphic 
modelling system supported by a tool set which models data movement and tasks.
In summary, the ARIS simulation is a professional tool for the dynamic analysis 
of business processes, fully integrated in the ARIS tool set. Data related to the processes 
can be used and recorded in the ARIS toolset, as basis for the simulation of business 
processes. This simulation supplies information about the excitability of processes, and 
processes weak points [IDS-Scheer, 2004; Rosemann, 2000].
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Based on the simulated business processes key performance indicators, system 
developers can successfully evaluate different alternatives. Also, they can perform a 
realistic benchmarking where that is before creating any cost-intensive process changes 
within the business resulting in the functional and organizational hierarchy charts.
2.4 Literature Review Summary
In this section, a summary of the SAD methodologies in addition to the literature 
survey conducted has been presented. The literature has been classified according to the 
objective, fields of applications, design methodology and approach. It also focused on 
type of solutions technique resulted assisting in reducing the complexity of enterprise 
business processes modelling as summarized in Table 2.8, and Table 2.9 in this section.
The literature has covered all aspects of BPM methodologies and languages 
implemented to improve enterprise business processes performance and reduce their 
managerial complexity.
Different modelling languages have been covered in the literature, including 
UML, which can be defined as a standard modelling language for the specification, 
visualisation, construction and documentation of software systems artifacts. The UML 
provides a collection of diagrams, used to model a system from different perspectives. 
That can be grouped into two categories. Structural diagrams, which are used to visualise, 
specify, construct, and document the static aspects of a system. In addition, the UML 
includes four types of structural diagrams: class diagram, object diagram, component 
diagram, and deployment diagram.
The second category includes the behavioural diagrams. They are used to 
visualise, specify, construct, and document the dynamic aspects of a system. The UML 
provides five types of the behavioural diagrams. They include the use case diagram, state 
chart diagram, activity diagram, sequence diagram, and also the collaboration diagram. A 
logical picture of a business process can result when various model elements are grouped 
together. They include inputs, outputs, events, goals, and other important resources.
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The CIMOSA has defined four different modelling views function, information, 
resource, and organisation. This set of views may be extended if needed. It is based on a 
three stage process-based enterprise modelling approach, partly covering the enterprise 
life cycle. That includes the requirements definition, design specification, and 
implementation description. While the sequence of modelling is optional, it may start at 
any of the life cycle phases and may be iterative as well. That depends on the intention of 
the model engineering.
IDEFo can be defined as a business modelling technique that represents a system 
as a network of inter-connected activities. IDEFi design language is used for data 
modelling it is defined as a stmcture and semantics of data within the modeled system or 
subject area. It captures conceptual views of the enterprise information. IDEFix is used 
for data modelling, which captures the logical view of the enterprise data. It is based on 
an entity relationship model for logical database.
IDEF2 is deployed to produce a "Dynamics/ Simulation Model", which represents 
time-varying behavioural characteristics of the modeled system. It is implemented to 
represent time varying behaviour of resources in a manufacturing system. Various 
commercial products and notations have replaced it.
In addition to the summarized IDEFX modelling language, IDEF3 is used for 
capturing behavioural aspects of a process. It allows different views of how things work 
within an organization. It consists of two modelling modes: the process flow description, 
which describes how things actually work in the organization. The second one is the 
object state transition description. It summarizes an object’s allowable transitions in a 
particular process. It is suitable to model both simple and complex processes due to its 
decomposition ability. In contrast to IDEFo, IDEF3 has been developed for explicitly 
describing processes. The former shows what is done within the organization while the 
latter shows how things work with it. From domain experts, descriptions are captured in 
which the precedence and causality relationships between activities and events of the
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process are shown. IDEF4 is an object-oriented design method and IDEF5 is an ontology 
description method.
Because of the nature of the two processes modelling case studies in this thesis, 
the literature of the IDEFX modelling language has targeted IDEFo. It provides a means 
for communicating and presenting results. It establishes a forum and a structure for data 
gathering and knowledge acquisition. In addition, the IDEFo includes identifying 
opportunities for improvements and revealing data relationships and incongmities. It 
assists in identifying and categorizing information entities, which form the foundation for 
information modelling (IDEFix) [Saven, 2003].
As primary justifications for selecting IDEFo to be implemented instead of the 
higher IDEFX modelling language, it assists to produce a stmctured representation of the 
functions, activities or processes within the modeled system. The IDEF0 function 
modelling language can be considered as a comprehensive, expressive. It is also capable 
of graphically representing a wide variety of business, manufacturing and other types of 
enterprise operations to any level of detail.
The LOVEM-BPM* language has been covered in the literature. It assists in 
analyzing and designing the interactions between customers and business internal 
processes.
The Zachman's framework for enterprise architecture proposes a stmctured set of 
perspectives and levels to define and describe complex organizations. It deploys a generic 
classification scheme to represent a complex object. The output of such a scheme is to 
focus on single aspects while at the same time taking a holistic perspective. This is 
mandatory for the management and continuous development of an organization.
ARIS is based on a sound theoretical foundation and follows pragmatic 
objectives, similar to the Zachman framework. ARIS consists of different perspectives 
and various abstraction levels. The ARIS-BPM approach can be considered as a unique
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and internationally renowned method for optimizing business processes. This also 
includes the successful implementation of application systems. The literature has stated 
that the ARIS concept provides a full-circle approach from the organizational design of 
business processes to IT implementation. In addition, the ARIS has an elaborated 
decomposition of an enterprise in several views: data view, function view, and 
organization view where all are being realized through the control view.
The data view describes objects, their attributes and inter-object relations. 
Furthermore, the data view contains events that can initiate and control processes. The 
function view embodies functions that are part of processes and determined through the 
creation and change of objects and events. Moreover, relations between enterprise units 
and their classification into the organizational hierarchy are modelled in the organization 
view.
The Zachman and ARIS frameworks were both developed independently, but 
they are highly complementary due to the fundamental idea of their integration. They are 
implemented to understand a variety of complex issues. Understanding the what, how, 
where, who, when, and why is a prerequisite for any further investment into IS. The 
Zachman Framework and ARIS have similar objectives indicated by their comparable 
design features. Both approaches are highly complementary and are not competitive. The 
Zachman framework delivers a high level of instmction for designing enterprise 
architectures. ARIS is capable of depicting all dimensions and levels of the elements in 
the Zachman framework [Schallert, 2001],
Finally, a clear justification for the need of mastering the complexity of business 
processes design has been discussed in the literature. The business processes change so 
fast, accompanied with inconsistency and uncertainty in how precisely they can be 
modeled. It seems to be impossible to control this fact without succeeding in mastering 
business processes complexity through modelling and analyzing their contents before 
they are modified [Biemans, 2001].
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Table 2.8: Summaries of The Surveyed Systems 






Developing &/Or Documenting An 
Enteiprise-wide IS Architecture.
-Practices In Traditional Architecture & 
Engineering.
-Doesn’t Support Cost Model 
-IS Design
-Not Implemented On A Tool Set
Resulted In An Approach Which:
Vertical Axis Provides Multiple Perspectives Of The Overall 
Architecture.
-Horizontal Axis Provides A Classification OfThe Various Artifacts 
Of The Architecture 
-Subject Oriented.
CMOS A
Methodology For Re-engineering 
Processes To Manage Integrations 
Difficulties.
Reduced Delivery Time.
Improved Quality And Flexibility Of Spare Parts
supply-
Usage OfModel To Redesign And Validate The
is. .
Object Oriented.
It Is Not Currently Possible To Generate Cost Models With Cimosa 
-IS Desjgn
IDEF0 Useful For Modeling Functional Relationships And Data/Info Flow.
-Represent A Detailed Description For The 
Inputs, Outputs, Mechanisms, And Controls Of 
The Business Process Functions And Activities 
-Support Cost Model
-Appear To Be Sequence Process Oriented, 
Reader Might Be Confused In Case If Modeling 
Process Is Not
- Expert In The Detailed Process Can Follow Up 
With Its Contents ( Technical Oriented)
Object Oriented.
Component Choice Depends On: 
Type Of Business 






-Processes Analyze &DesignThe 
Organization
-Analyze & Design The Workflows 
-Analyze & Design Staffing Req.
BPM, and BPM* 
Support Cost Model
Subject Oriented.
Include Customer Line Of Visibility For Monitoring The Enterprise 
Internal Process.
ARIS Designing, Implementing And 
Controlling Business Processes.
BPM, and BPM* 
Support Cost Model
Subject Oriented Approach
Including Four Main Views OfThe Enterprise. Function View, 
Information View, Organization View, And Product View.
UML
-Modelling Language For The 
Specification, Visualisation, 
Construction And Documentation 
Of Software Systems Artifacts.
-Made Up Of A Very Specific Notation And The 
Related Grammatical Rules For Constructing 
Software Models.
-Doesn’t Proscribe Or Advise On How To Use 
That Notation In A Software Development 
Process Or As Part Of An Object-oriented 
Design Methodology 
-Doesn’t  Support Cost Model
-Specify, Visualize, And Document Models Of Software Systems, 
Including Their Structure And Design, In A Way That Meets All Of 
These Requirements.
- Defines Twelve Types Of Diagrams, Divided Into Three Categories: 
Four Diagram Types Represent Static Application Structure; Five 
Represent Different Aspects Of Dynamic Behaviour; And Three 
Represent Ways For Organizing And Managing Enterprise’s 
Application Modules.
Table 2.9: Literature Review Summary
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Table 2.9: Literature Review Summary (Continue)
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OOM for system 
design where it 
provides a set of 
concepts and 
language 
elements that can 
be used to model 
different aspects 
of the business 
processes.












needs to be 
periodic.
Mr. Sue realized 




changes and how 
a combinatorial 
complexity 
problem could be 







Summary Of A 
LOVEM.
BPM* LOVEM. BPM* By Using 
(LOVEM)
2.5 Literature Review Conclusions
From the literature conducted within the BPM domain, it is very cmcial to 
mention that enterprises have to be organized in a business process oriented way. This is 
in order to be successful in a changing and challenging business environment including 
uncertainty and complexity in managing business and manufacturing processes.
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Structured frameworks known as enterprise architectures can capture and manage 
the complexity of today's organizations. Organizations can be defined as systems 
consisting of elements such as objectives, data, people, processes, and technology. 
Complex systems require coordination and integration in order to manage the existing 
interdependencies between all these components.
Organizational complexity derives from the number and variety of elements and 
relationships that have to be managed. Complexity management can be very time and 
cost consuming. Typically, it is approached in two phases. First, complexity is reduced. 
Typical approaches include the reduction of variants or the selection of preferred 
vendors. Second, the remaining complexity has to be managed by the organization. Both 
phases of complexity management require a precise understanding of the entire structure 
of an organization in all its facets. Furthermore, interfaces between components need to 
be identified and analyzed within the enterprise architecture.
Business environment is constantly changing as a result of new customer 
requirements or products, market competition, and new IT solutions. The complexities in 
managing new business designs have led to such change. In addition, the lack of powerful 
tools as well as methodological deficiencies particularly with regard to capturing 
complex process logics and dynamics are considered to be major obstacles for a 
successful re-engineering of business processes.
Organizations interested in designing enterprise architectures should not only 
consider the appropriateness of enterprise architecture frameworks, but also the 
availability of corresponding tools, the easiness of handling the approach, and the 
integration of all components. The SAD with optimal processes modelling methodologies 
is the key issue for companies to regain competitiveness and profitability in increasingly 
unstable markets. Also, it will lead in managing operational complexities, conflicts in 
priorities, contention for resources, and also the business communication problems.
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CHAPTER 3
BUSINESS PROCESSESS MODELLING CASE STUDY
3.1 Background
In Canada, professional engineers are licensed, and are accountable for their 
work. Their duty is to serve and protect the public welfare where engineering is 
concerned. Professional engineers subscribe to a strict code of ethics and practice 
standards. Professional Engineers Ontario (PEO) council regulates the practice of the 
profession in the province of Ontario.
The PEO council is the organization that is mandated, under the Professional 
Engineers Act in Ontario. It regulates the practice of professional engineering and 
governs those individuals and organizations that PEO licenses to serve and protect public 
interest [PEO Council, URL: http://www.peo.on.ca/l.
The PEO council is committed with setting standards for admission and with 
regulating the practice of professional engineering in Ontario. It also protects the public 
by ensuring all professional engineers are qualified for licensing. The PEO council is also 
mandated to carry out the following additional objects under the act:
1. Establish, maintain and develop standards of knowledge and skill;
2. Establish, maintain and develop standards of qualification and standards of 
practice for the practice of professional engineering;
3. Establish, maintain and develop standards of professional ethics; and
4. Promote public awareness of the role of PEO.
Currently, there are 64,000 licensed professional engineers in Ontario, organized 
in thirty eights regional chapters across the province. Companies and individuals may not 
offer or provide engineering services to the public unless they obtain a PEO certificate of 
Authorization. There are approximately 3800 certificates of authorization holders in 
Ontario.
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The act gives the PEO council the power to make regulations for its 
administration. For instance, fixing the number of professional engineers elected to 
council and standards of professional engineering practice such as setting a code of 
ethics. In addition, it permits PEO to make by-laws relating to its administrative and 
domestic affairs.
As illustrated in Figure 3.1, applicants must meet certain criteria to be licensed 
and recognized as professional engineers. They must be at least 18 years of age and are 
determined to be Canadian citizen or permanent resident of Canada. In addition, 
applicants must be graduates with at least a bachelor's degree from an accredited 
Canadian engineering program. Such program needs to be accredited by the Canadian 
Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB), or meet PEO’s education standards [PEO 
Council, URL: http://www.peo.on.ca/: R.R.0 1990 (R.R.O); R.S.O 1990 (R.S.O)].
There is a minimum educational level required by the Professional Engineers Act. 
The council policy has established a three-year diploma in technology from a College of 
Applied Arts and Technology. Also, a bachelor's degree in a relevant science area or 
academic qualifications determined by the Council to be equivalent to a diploma or 
degree mentioned above as the minimum academic qualifications.
If bachelor’s degree in engineering was obtained from a non-CEAB accredited 
program, applicants’ qualifications will be assessed against the Canadian Engineering 
Qualification Board (CEQB) criteria in the specified engineering discipline. That requires 
further steps the PEO council needs to follow if “determined to be a non-CEAB 
accredited program” is concluded from the PEO’s Academic Requirement Committee 
(ARC). Final decision of the academic credential in this case is dependent on the 
experience credentials to be evaluated by the PEO’s Experience Requirements 
Committee (ERC). This is occurred if requested by the ARC. The PEO council gives its 
perspective applicants an opportunity to demonstrate that their academic preparation is 
equivalent or to remedy any identified deficiencies. This is through enrolling applicants 
in the Confirmatory Examination Program (CEP) by the ARC. However, applicants of
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engineering background obtained from a non-CEAB accredited program who have more 
than five years of engineering experience may have their CEP waived if their experience 
provides any basis to warrant exam relief. It is important to mention in this part that in 
this application’s evaluation stage, an applicant can be refused when the ARC finds that 
the applicant doesn’t have sufficient academic credential to satisfy the PEO’s licensing 
regulations set by the Government of Ontario.
As demonstrated in Figure 3.1, applicants need also to successfully complete the 
PEO’s Professional Practice Examination (PPE) on ethics, practice, engineering law, and 
professional liability. All applicants for licensing must pass the PPE, a three-hour 
examination. It requires essay type responses to questions that cover ethics, professional 
practice, engineering law and professional liability. It is held three times a year in the 
spring, the summer, and the fall. The PPE must be written within two years of the date on 
which applicants become eligible to do so. Applicants are informed by PEO of these 
dates during the licensing process. According to the PEO Council [URL: 
http://www.peo.on.ca/], applicants who do not hold an undergraduate degree from a 
CEAB-accredited program must have their academic qualifications reviewed. Applicants 
are required to meet the PEO’s council academic qualifications before they are eligible to 
write the PPE. Also, four years of verifiable, acceptable work experience, with at least 
one year in a Canadian jurisdiction under a licensed professional engineer is mandatory. 
PEO evaluates each applicant’s engineering experience against five, quality-based 
criteria:
• Application of theory;
• Practical experience;
• Management of engineering;
• Communication skills; and
• Awareness of the social implications of engineering.
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Applicants are required to demonstrate a minimum of 48 months of verifiable, 
acceptable engineering experience, gained following the completion of their 
undergraduate engineering degree, unless they were assigned a “failed-to-confirm”. In 
such cases, the engineering experience starts when the PEO examination program is 
completed. Applicants may be eligible to receive credit for up to 12 months of pre­
graduation experience toward the 48 months of required experience. This experience 
must be relevant to the overall practice after graduation. Also, it must be obtained after 
the midpoint of the undergraduate engineering program [PEO Council, URL: 
http:// www .peo .on.ca/; R.R.O; R.S.O],
The PEO Council [URL: http ://www.peo .on.ca/1 has stated that applicants can 
receive credit for the equivalent of 12 months of experience toward the 48 months of 
required experience for successfully receiving a postgraduate engineering degree(s). 
Eligibility to receive the credit is limited for associated applied industry-research thesis 
work. Such work needs to be conducted within the framework of postgraduate degree 
requirements.
The 12 months’ credit related to the award of the postgraduate degree cannot 
exceed the time dedicated to complete the postgraduate degree requirements. It must 
acquire at least 12 months of acceptable engineering experience in a Canadian 
jurisdiction, under a licensed professional engineer. In addition, the experience must also 
be gained at the prior to graduation stage and/ or the 12 months credit, for successfully 
receiving a postgraduate degree(s). A credit related to the applied research of the 
postgraduate degree can assist to meet the requirement for engineering work experience 
in a Canadian jurisdiction.
Practice of professional engineering by the holder of a limited licence (individuals 
who, as a result of ten or more years of specialized experience, has 
developed competence in a certain area of professional engineering) must be limited to 
the services specified in the limited licence. The practice of professional engineering by 
the holder of a limited licence must be limited to work in the employer named in the
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limited licence. The minimum requirements and qualifications include having a three- 
year diploma in engineering technology or a bachelor of technology degree in 
engineering technology from an institution approved by the Council. Also, a four-year 
honours science degree in a discipline and from a university approved by the council. In 
addition, the academic qualifications must be accepted by the council as equivalent to a 
diploma or degree mentioned in the previous two requirements and qualifications.
Applicants who hold an undergraduate degree from a CEAB accredited program 
are eligible to register in the PEO’s Engineering Intern Training (EIT) program. 
Similarly, applicants who have been assigned the CEP or have completed their SEP are 
also eligible to be recorded in PEO’s EIT Program. The annual fee for the EIT program is 
CD$50 + applicable taxes and is in addition to the application fee of $175 + applicable 
taxes. The fee of the PPE fee is $100 submitted with the application to write the PPE that 
PEO sends to applicants.
Finally, candidates of the CEP are required to pay a one-time administration fee 
of CD$285 and CD$115 -(-applicable taxes for each examination. Instead for professional 
engineers to remain licensed, they are required to pay annual dues, which are $200 + 
applicable taxes.
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Figure 3.1: PEO’s Licensing/Admission Process 
[PEO Council, URL: http://www.peo.on.ca/!
In this case study, complexity concerns the stmcture of the PEO’s legislated 
licensing processes. Variety of their elements and relationships between them make these 
regulated processes complex. If they are changed in an ad hoc manner because of future 
government regulations, a successful trial to master only the business processes 
regardless of their complexity by modelling them will be achieved.
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With regard to complexity in business processes activities, Biemans [2001] 
mentioned that a “major reason that business processes appear complex is the fact that the 
human mind cannot easily deal with them. This is because the human mind are used to 
reason about a three-dimensional world whereas business processes like software do not 
fit in a simple geometric representation. Most people need years of training before they 
understand business processes and can reason about them”.
According to Schallert [2001], organizational complexity derives from the 
number and variety of elements and relationships that have to be managed. Complexity 
management can be approached. This includes reducing the complexity first, and second 
is managing its remaining by the organization.
This brief description of the complexity that accompanies the legislated business 
processes associated with the PEO licensing processes has triggered the need for 
modelling them correctly. The processes modelling work will be achieved by including 
all their elements’ variety and their relationships between them, before they are modified. 
This will be demonstrated next.
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3.2 Process Flow Charting
Application to PEO for License




Applicant to be Considered
Final Decisions Made by 
mrn̂ , PEO Legislated Registrar 
A Reg. Committee
Perform Final Licensing Assessment and Decision Making
Figure 3.2: Flow Chart Of The PEO’s Licensing Process
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Is Application Ready 








Administer Technical Exam Program by ARC And Perform Experience 
Assessment to Assess Experiential Learning
*id Applicant Satisfy 
he Academic R e a l
Administer Professional Practice Examination Program (PPE)
IF Applicant doesn’t 
Meet licensing criteria
Applicant to be Considered 
Engineer In Training (EH)
Perform Final Licensing Assessment a
&Reg. Committee
Figure 3.3: Flow Chart Of The PEO’s Academic 
Requirement Committee Licensing Assessment Process
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3.3 IDEFo Representation
3.3.1 Power Point Representation
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Figure 3.5: IDEF0 Power Point Representation
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Figure 3.23: ARIS Representation Of































































Figure 3.24: ARIS Representation Of





















































Figure 3.25: ARIS Representation
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Of The PEO’s Licensing Processes
3.6 Discussions Of Output of Modelling Methodologies
In this case study, the IDEF0 design methodology has assisted in representing the 
legislated PEO’s licensing processes procedure. It has also assisted to capture and 
describe the PEO’s process details leading to achieve a very rich set of the PEO’s process 
understanding. As mentioned earlier, the IDEFo is based on structured analysis and design 
technique that includes both a definition of a graphical modelling language (Syntax and 
Semantics) and a description of a comprehensive methodology for developing models.
Applying the IDEFo modelling technique by using the AI0WIN7 tool kit has 
assisted in representing the PEO’s licensing processes procedure. The output of this 
representation is a model composed of a hierarchical series of diagrams, text, and 
glossary cross-referenced to each other. There are two primary modelling components 
used in the PEO’s IDEFo model. The first one is the functions represented on a diagram 
by boxes. The data and objects that inter-relate those functions are the second one.
In addition, the hierarchical stmcture of the PEO-IDEF0 model has resulted in 
quick mapping at a high level. This has been achieved since the PEO’s legislated 
activities have been placed in a left to right sequence within decomposition and 
connected with the flows. It is natural to order the activities left to right because, if one 
activity’s output is used as input by another activity, drawing the activity boxes and 
concept connections is clearer. That has enabled to detect one of the IDEFo capabilities, 
where sequencing can be embedded in its model. For instance, it has been mentioned 
earlier that there is a minimum educational level required by the Professional Engineers 
Act. The IDEFo modelling language has provided a clear overview of the requirements 
PEO’s perspective applicants need to satisfy based on decomposing particular academic 
background case. It was stated that if bachelor’s degree in engineering has been obtained 
from a non-CEAB accredited program, applicants’ qualifications would be assessed 
against the CEQB criteria in the specified engineering discipline. This particular case has 
been well represented in the PEO-IDEFo model by assigning CEP to give applicants an
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opportunity to confirm their academic preparation is equivalent or to remedy any 
identified deficiencies.
Because of the nature of the PEO’s processes modelling, the selected IDEFo 
modelling language has provided a means for communicating and presenting results. 
Although it is considered to be implicit and detected by its domain experts, it successfully 
identified opportunities for improvements and revealing information relationships. That 
can be explained by its ability of identifying and categorizing information entities, also, 
producing a stmctured representation of the PEO’s functions, and activities within the 
modeled system.
Comparing with the traditional flow charting representations demonstrated earlier, 
the IDEFo function modelling language was capable of graphically representing a wide 
variety of the PEO’s legislated business together with its entire network communications 
to any level of detail. The generated model resulted from using the AI0WIN7 tool set has 
included an entire report based on the selected format (e.g., html format).
The automatically generated report can be considered as a main capability of this 
tool set. This is because of its ability of linking the input, output, mechanism, and control 
contents associated with any activity together with its decomposed ones.
In addition, the report generated from the IDEF0 compliant methodology, has the 
advantage to include any content to be considered as a detailed reference(s) associated 
with activities representing the PEO’s licensing process procedure. The main three 
references in this case study has been associated with PEO Council [URL: 
http ://www .peo .on.ca/: R.R.0 1990 (R.R.O); R.S.O 1990 (R.S.O)].
The LOVEM-BPM language can be considered as a subject oriented approach. It 
has assisted in analyzing and designing the interactions between the PEO’s perspective 
applicants as well as its internal legislated/ administrative business processes. The 
LOVEM has been implemented in this case study to assist in improving the PEO’s
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business processes. The measuring criteria embedded in this modelling technique 
targeted the needs and wants based on the PEO’s applicants, employee, and legislations 
to be implemented. Such objective has resulted in determining decision-making criteria 
for improving PEO’s business processes.
Where process sequencing can be embedded in its model, this innovated BPM 
technique focuses on what the PEO’s applicants (Upper Eye) want while they are 
monitoring their involvement in the associated P. Eng licensing process. Adding to the 
fact that the LOVEM has successfully assisted in graphically representing the PEO’s 
legislated licensing process, its main subjective output can potentially improve the PEO’s 
council productivity; increase legislators; employees and applicant’s satisfaction. For 
instance, the PEO council can detect and determine where assigned budget for certain 
processes delays can be reallocated to improve its performance. Where this specific 
capability has been implicitly demonstrated in the others selected BPM methodologies, 
the LOVEM has explicitly provided means for selecting potential candidates for fulfilling 
the requirements to perform the PEO’s legislated activities. The PEO-LOVEM model can 
be considered as an approach to understand the required criteria while selecting 
perspective PEO’s employee.
The ADONIS BPM* tool kit through its BPM component has assisted in 
graphically modelling the PEO’s licensing procedure. In addition, its simulation 
component has assisted in effectively understanding the sequence of the processes based 
on the evaluated case the PEO is conducting. Additionally, the simulation component can 
be used to gain information about the dynamic and quantitative behaviour of the different 
model fragments [Boucher et al., 2003].
This has been demonstrated in Appendix C. associated with this case study as 
well as in Appendix D. associated with the automotive manufacturing case study.
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In contrast to the so many notations of the PEO-IDEFo model, the output of the 
POE-LOYEM model, by using the ADONIS tool kit, has assisted in recognizing in 
context all PEO’s business mles and policies including its CMP, CSF, as well as its GSP. 
The desired BPI in this work is considered to be subjective and dependent on two main 
aspects. First, the monitoring eye(s), and the monitored business objectives is second.
The PEO-ARIS model has distinguished between the PEO’s council, its function, 
information and process’s views. The output of this model has provided a well- 
documented methodological framework to enable supporting the entire PEO’s council 
licensing process during its all life cycle phases.
Each of these views in this subject-oriented model has been illustrated and 
described in different levels of abstraction for the purpose of optimizing the PEO’s 
business processes. Its modelling capability can be explained through its effectiveness in 
realizing all aspects associated with the PEO’s business processes. That has subjectively 
resulted in an information model that is the keystone for a systematic and intelligent 
method of developing application systems focusing on improving the PEO’s business 
processes.
A clear justification for deploying the ARIS modelling technique in this case 
study can be explained in its subjective effectiveness of mastering the complexity of the 
PEO’s business processes while licensing decision-making.
That is accompanied with inconsistency and uncertainty in how precisely such 
model should be developed then modified. Representing the PEO’s legislated licensing 
processes and structures using the ARIS modelling technique by using the ARIS tool set, 
has assisted in developing and analyzing the PEO’s resulted mode.
The ARIS report has been automatically generated as a result of the PEO-ARIS 
model as illustrated in Appendix A. the resulted report has successfully included all 
functions and activities included in the process beside information processed within
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specific organization of the PEO’s council. Working on the ARIS tool set has justified its 
compliance and compatibility of its main approach. Moreover, its animation part (Single 
automatic/ automatic animation) has played a major mle in understanding and detecting 
delays that might result while performing the legislated applications’ evaluation.
This is dependent on the business case environment, for determining the 
function’s average waiting time, average orientation time, average processing time. That 
also includes total cost associated with each activity the PEO processes while evaluating 
the PEO’s perspective applicants’ academic and experiential credentials for determining 
their eligibility of being certified as (P. ENG’s).
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CHAPTER 4
AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES MODELLING CASE STUDY
4.1 Background
For many years, airplane crash investigators have had the benefit of retrieving 
data from the flight-data recorder. This information has proven invaluable for helping to 
determine what happened in the critical time before a crash.
In 1997, the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) made the 
recommendation that vehicle manufacturers and the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) work together to gather information on vehicle crashes. The 
NTSB has recommended using on-board collision sensing and recording devices. As a 
result, General Motors expanded the data downloaded to permanent memory in the air 
bag sensing and diagnostic module at deployment or in a near-deployment collision 
[NHTSA, URL: http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/: URL: http://www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/edr- 
site/mediaJhtmll.
The Crash Data Retrieval System (CDRS) is an innovative hardware and software 
product. It allows anyone with a computer to download vehicle-specific accident data 
from General Motors vehicles involved in an air bag-deployment or near-deployment 
collision. The CDRS collects the information stored on the air bag sensing and diagnostic 
module. It also interprets relevant portions, and presents it in easy-to-understand 
graphical and tabular formats. By using a proprietary decoding algorithm, the CDRS is 
capable to present such information as vehicle speed, engine speed, throttle and break 
data in one-second increments for the five seconds preceding the crash. This type of 
information can be useful when combined with a complete reconstmction performed 
through regular means. [Crash Data Retrieval System, URL: 
http ://www .vetronix .com/ppt/brochures/CDR_Overview .pptl.
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The CDRS retrieves data from the computer that runs the air bag system. A small 
chip exists in this module that holds a very small amount of data in "Hex" format. When 
data are decoded, it can provide data as to the last five seconds pre-collision. It also 
provides the first 300 milliseconds post-collision’s data. Events that weren’t quite severe 
enough to cause the air bags to deploy are also provided. The CDRS is a simple way to 
access the information stored on the vehicle's air bag module. This new tool also allows 
the investigator to input other relevant information, such as weather conditions, and 
export the data to a remote database.
In this case study, complexity concerns the CDR processes mechanism’ including 
variety of its components and relationships between them has been investigated. The 
processes’ modelling part is intended to examine the CDR’s information complexity, 
their variety and uncertainty in their accuracy, and their usefulness while been used as a 
legal evidence.
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4.2 Process Flow Charting
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Figure 4.1 Flow Chart Of The Automobile’s 
Crash Data Retrieval System
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4.3 IDEFo Representation
4.3.1 Power Point Representation
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Figure 4.24: ARIS Representation Of The Crash
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4.6 Discussions Of Output of Modelling Methodologies
The CDRS design contents as well as variety of its components and relationships 
between them have been graphically represented, through the selected processes 
modelling methodologies by using their associated tools. Modelling the CDRS has 
resulted in examining its information complexity, variety, uncertainty, accuracy, and 
usefulness. As mentioned earlier, the CDRS is an innovative hardware and software 
product that allows downloading vehicle-specific accident data from General Motors 
vehicles involved in an air bag-deployment or near-deployment collision [Vetronix Inc., 
U R L : http ://www .vetronix .com/ppt/brochures/CDR_Overview .pptl.
The IDEFo design methodology has assisted in facilitating the process 
understanding, analysis, and improvement of the CDRS process. Because the CDRS 
processes are composed of interfacing or interdependent parts that work together to 
interpret relevant information, its IDEFo representation by using the AI0WIN7 has 
enabled modelling its process parts. That includes combination of users, information, 
software, and equipment required. In addition, the use of this tool set through its CDR- 
IDEF0 model has described what a CDRS process does, what controls it, what things it 
works on, what means it uses to perform its functions, and what it produces.
The output of using the IDEFo-AI0WIN7 for modelling the function and activities 
of the CDRS, has assisted in gaining understanding, supported analysis, and provided 
logic for potential changes. Since the CDRS collects the information stored on the air bag 
sensing and diagnostic module, using the IDEFo-AI0WIN7 has resulted in specifying the 
requirements before synthesising all the CDRS key elements for decision-making by the 
accident re-constructionists. This has supported the CDRS level design and integration 
activities.
The CDR-IDEFo process map is composed of a hierarchical series of diagrams 
that gradually display increasing levels of abstraction, describing the system’s functions 
and their interfaces in the context of the process. Such representation has included the
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vehicle speed, engine speed, throttle and break data in one-second increments for the five 
seconds preceding the crash.
Representing this type of information by using the IDEFo - AI0WIN7 tool set, will 
be useful when accident’s deconstructionists together with crashed automobile 
manufacturers, and law force synthesis all the decomposed activities required to be 
performed while supportive legal decision-making is made. However, the CDRS is a 
simple way to access the information stored on the vehicle's air bag module. Interpreting 
the events stored on this device is considered to be complex. This is because of the nature 
of its data and information’s environment. Because of that, modelling the system’s 
process by using the IDEF0-AIOWIN7 tool set is very desirable to identify errors and 
problems in an early state of the system modelling.
The CDRS allows the investigator to input other pertinent information, such as 
weather conditions, and export the data to a remote database. The graphical output of this 
complex process has resulted in a model composed of a hierarchical series of diagrams, 
text, and glossary cross-referenced to each other. The hierarchical structure of the CDR- 
IDEF0 model has resulted in quick mapping at a high level. The CDRS processes 
sequencing has been illustrated in the IDEFo-AI0WIN7 model. That successfully 
identified opportunities for improvements while revealing data and information 
relationships from the CDRS device.
As a tool’s capability described earlier in the first case study, the generated CDR- 
AI0WIN7 model has included an entire report that is generated automatically by the tool. 
Such report is considered to be a good asset while communication and transformation of 
information between accidents’ re-constmctionists and law force. This is because of the 
format of the generated report that includes associated input, output, mechanism, and 
control. Such contents are associated with any event the CDRS has recorded where that 
needs to be available while legal decision-making is delivered to the court and insurance 
company.
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The generated report from the CDR - AI0WIN7 compliant methodology has the 
advantage to include any content to be considered as a detailed legal reference(s) 
associated with the events representing the pre/post crash data. Analyzing the interactions 
between the CDRS internal components and users and beneficiaries has resulted from 
using the LOVEM-BPM modelling methodology through its compliant tool kit ADONIS.
The CDR-LOVEM has been implemented in this case study to assist in reducing 
its process complexity. That has been by explicitly presented by involving the system’s 
users particularly the accident’s re-constructionists while they are monitoring the 
sequence of the process (Upper Eye). The capability of the LOVEM subject oriented 
methodology where process sequencing is embedded in its model has supported the 
assumption of its ability to identify errors and problems in an early state of the system 
modelling.
Adding to the fact that the LOVEM has successfully assisted in graphically 
representing the CDRS process and sequence of its events, its main subjective output can 
potentially improve in so many ways the CDRS. Determining the process redundancies is 
the major one. At the stage of reengineering the interactions of the systems elements, 
system’s developers can determine criteria to simplify the process. This is because there 
is a need of improving its subjective performance. Using the ADONIS tool kit has 
assisted in defining and documenting in context all CDRS processes and events, 
including its CMP, CSF, and also GSP.
The CDR-ARIS framework has distinguished between four different levels of 
abstraction in the CDRS. It assisted in specifying the automobile’s driver’s requirements 
and for modelling the business processes of the CDRS applications. In addition, the case 
study has illustrated each of these views in this subject-oriented model, and described in 
different levels of abstraction. This is for optimizing the CDRS processes functionality 
and achieves its manufacturer’s strategic goals.
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Although process sequencing is not well embedded as in IDEFo and LOVEM, its 
modelling capability can be explained through its effectiveness in realizing all aspects 
associated with the CDRS processes mechanism. This has subjectively resulted in an 
information model that is the keystone for a systematic and intelligent method of 
developing application systems focusing on improving the CDRS performance for 
providing more justifiable legal output to the court and the insurance company.
The ARIS report has been automatically generated as a result of the CDR-ARIS 
model as illustrated in Appendix B. However, the CDR-ARIS neither provided means to 
validate the resulted model nor sequence of the information was embedded, it can be 
considered as a very good approach to identify errors and problems in an early state of 
the system modelling. This is because of its subjective effectiveness of detecting any 
complexity associated with storing necessary pre/ post automobile’s data where precise 
interpretation of such data are mandatory or decision-making is considered 
unsatisfactory.
The underlying fact is that the CDRS processes are subject to other factors 
beyond data and information stored on the CDR device. That will include claimed to be 
an accident witness, conflict of expert’s opinion, as well as important keys required for 
synthesising all facts. Using the ARIS tool set has assisted in developing and analyzing 
the CDRS process model through an ARIS report automatically generated in different 
format (e.g., html, M.S. word) as illustrated in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND FURTHER RESEARCH
5.1 Discussions
5.1.1 Business Processes Modelling Case Study
The process modelling applications have become increasingly important. The 
main reason for this increased interest is the need to provide computer aided system 
integration of the enterprise based on its business processes. This need requires a 
technology that enables integrating modelling simulation and performance of processes 
into one single tool. If the process model is considered a correct representation of the 
process logic, a modelling tool can help verifying whether or not the process, as designed 
and implemented, will meet its targets? Once the process model is implemented, various 
execution measurements can be monitored. The process performance monitor will collect 
and represent the actual behaviour of the processes.
As mentioned earlier, there is a desire for capturing the business process 
requirements because the business processes have become more complex. That will be 
achieved by getting more visibility into the process management, by detecting problems 
and areas for improvements. Selecting the right comprehensive methodologies and tools 
is believed to be one of the most effective key issues that need to be considered for 
mastering the complexity in processes modelling.
The implementation part of this thesis has selected three main processes 
modelling methodologies (IDEF0, LOVEM, and ARIS) represented through their 
associated tool kits (AI0WIN7, ADONIS and LOVEM in ADONIS, and ARIS). Such 
implementation has been demonstrated through the two case studies. In addition, the 
output models have been demonstrated in both case studies.
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As a main objective of the implementation part in both cases studies of this thesis, 
the focus should be dedicated on comprehensive modelling methodologies for the 
development, management, and improvement of the enterprise business processes. This is 
because of the operational complexities, which are considered as a major barrier to a 
good processes management and enterprise improvement. Previously, most work done by 
researchers has covered only one type design methodology for modelling the functional 
relationships and data or information flow. This is a major motivation, which triggered 
the need for further research, as the traditional design methodologies have focused on the 
simple processes flow charting types problems, which are believed to be insufficient for 
representing and including the enterprise processes, particularly when their functions and 
activities are too complex to be represented.
Although converting the business process flow charts to a comprehensive 
graphical representation with integrated set of graphical modelling methodologies is 
considered to be a main desirable contribution in this thesis, further investigations for 
justifications of the usefulness and effectiveness of such objective has been addressed as 
well. The three selected design methodologies implemented by using their tool sets have 
assisted with initiating further research investigation for determining which one(s) can 
successfully capture, analyze and redesign the enterprise processes. Because of that, there 
is a need to provide comparisons analysis of the selected processes modelling 
methodologies and tools, including their capabilities and deficiencies.
This is considered as a mandatory requirement to understand which methodology 
is suitable for certain processes modelling problem based on its complex environment’s 
nature. Such objective will be based on measuring the improvement in the business 
processes performance achieved from the two business models resulted from the two case 
studies presented in this thesis.
The literature has presented an overview of the processes modelling 
methodologies particularly (IDEFo, LOVEM, and ARIS) represented through their 
associated tool kits (AI0WIN7, ADONIS, and ARIS).
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Briefly, the IDEF0 approach has contributed, through the use of the AI0WIN7, in 
providing detailed description for the business processes inputs, outputs, mechanisms, 
and controls. From a different perspective, the monitoring eye in the LOVEM has 
subjectively attempted to analyse, and model the interactions between customers and the 
internal processes through the LOVEM in ADONIS tool kit. The ARIS different views 
which have integrated the use of the Zachman framework, has attempted to recognize the 
organization view, data view, function view and also product/ service view by using the 
ARIS tool set.
As stated earlier, the purpose of the business modelling is to identifying areas of 
improvement, and better understanding of the business. To determine which developed 
model in both Cases Studies is considered as a (Business Process Improvement) or 
(Business Process Reengineering) intended model, it is necessary to emphasise on their 
main objectives. The BPI approach is considered to be incremental change based on the 
business model where changes are applied in small continuous steps. This is for 
minimizing any possible negative impact on the business. Both business processes as 
well as model are considerably changed when implementing BPI and BPR approaches. 
Substantial improvement might be achieved but also implies a higher risk of failure If not 
successfully considering all aspects of the existing business. Comparing to BPI, the BPR 
implies a high risk and also a task difficulty and may encounter strong resistance from 
human resources and even fail because of the mentioned reason [Fitzgerald, 2002].
Where both approaches can be compared based on the pace, depth of change and 
the implications of such concepts, BPI is based on documenting the “AS-IS” process, 
establishing measures and then following the business process. The business performance 
is then measured where improvement needs to be identified then implemented. As 
illustrated earlier, the BPR is based on redesigning the business processes to achieve 
dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary measures of performance.
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In this section as well as in section 5.1.2, the output of the two case studies 
implemented in this thesis will be analysed for the purpose of determining if BI has been 
achieved or not. This will be determined on the basis of the measuring criteria mastering 
the BPI/BPR approaches. To accomplish that successfully, both developed processes 
models need first to be determined of whether they are subjected to the BPI or the BPR 
according the process modelling case environment and measuring criteria for achieving 
desired BI.
Modelling the legislated business processes associated with the PEO’s licensing 
procedure was based on documenting the “AS-IS” council’s process. The business 
models developed by using the selected process modelling methodologies have certainly 
established some measures to be evaluated. Such measures will assist in measuring the 
business performance associated with the acts and regulations set by the Government of 
Ontario and its main representative (PEO Council) in the province of Ontario. The 
legislated BPI needs to be identified then implemented. Improving the performance of the 
legislated processes is dependent on successfully licensing the practice of professional 
engineers in Ontario, which will also provide its applicants a fair assessment and its 
legislators, a fair evaluation. This lies under the “satisfaction” measuring criteria. The 
process modelling work needs to address steps that the main three players are observing 
with the legislated processes. This is for determining where uncertainty exists to better 
improve the entire process performance with minimum allocated resources. On that basis, 
a selection-decision will be made, by determining the most suitable processes modelling 
technique(s) implemented for modelling the PEO’s licensing process.
The IDEFo allows the structure of the PEO’s legislated licensing processes to be 
represented in a hierarchically structured set of diagrams. The top-level diagram in the 
hierarchy represents the PEO’s licensing processes procedure as a set of interacting 
activities. Second level diagrams represent each of these (top level) activities as a set of 
interacting (lower level) activities, and so on down through as many levels as were 
necessary.
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Implementing the IDEFo design methodology has assisted in modelling the 
legislated PEO’s licensing processes procedure. It is very important to mention here that 
the use of the IDEFo processes modelling technique in the first case study has been 
intended to model the licensing processes within the PEO not how they are legislated. 
The activity decomposition based technique has successfully assisted in achieving a very 
rich set of process understanding.
For instance, a detailed decomposed activity associated with relating a Non- 
(CEAB) accredited program has determined all applicable situations that might be 
resulted from such a case. Adding to this methodology’s capability, the AI0WIN7 has 
facilitated such legislation verification through the possibility of linking any activity with 
its associated legislation released by the Government o f Ontario [PEO Council, URL: 
http ://www .peo .on.ca/; R .R .0 1990 (R.R.O); R .S.0 1990 (R.S.O)].
As mentioned earlier, the requirements of the PEO’s perspective applicants, 
which they need to satisfy, are based on analyzing the specific academic background. It 
was stated that if  a bachelor’s degree in engineering has been obtained from a non-CEAB 
accredited program, applicants’ qualifications would be assessed against (CEQB) criteria 
in the specified engineering discipline.
In addition to the capability measuring criteria of the IDEFo -  AI0WIN7 model, it 
has been demonstrated that sequencing was embedded in the model. It has successfully 
assisted to determine opportunities for improvements and revealing information 
relationships. This is mainly by producing a structured representation of the PEO’s 
functions, and activities within the modeled system.
The PEO-IDEFo developed model was capable of graphically representing a wide 
variety of the PEO’s legislated licensing procedure to any level of detail. This is 
considered as a mandatory requirement to understand and improve the licensing 
processes. The automatically generated reports that summarize the developed model in 
this case study has assisted in two main aspects. First, it is an approach to understand the
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legislated licensing processes, particularly when looking at the entire modeled activities 
by viewing the model tree diagram. This is considered as an approach to review the “AS- 
IS” processes, and then detecting if current inputs, outputs, control and mechanisms 
might need to be modified. If so, resources allocated for such activity can easily be 
determined while working on the (BPI) with the might to be a priority one. For instance, 
the current PEO-IDEFo model has demonstrated the mandatory requirements to enable 
perspective applicants need to fulfil to enable them write the (PPE) test. If any 
modifications will come from the Ontario’s government to re-regulate such activity, it 
will be easily possible to determine how much resources are required to do so [R.R.0 
1990 (R.R.O); R.S.O 1990 (R.S.O)].
The main capability of IDEFo is that the method has proven its effectiveness in 
detailing the system activities for function modelling. However, one of the observed 
concerns with IDEF0 developed models is that they are so concise where rectangles and 
lines are given same weight; in a rigid hierarchical structuring. In addition, that would 
still raise a question of why not enhancing abstractions provided by lines, not only for 
enhancing abstractions provided by rectangles. This leads the developed model to be 
understandable only if the reader is a domain expert or has participated in the model 
development. This can be justified if the lines represent a complex interaction [Pratten, 
1997],
The hierarchical nature of the IDEFo has facilitated the ability to constmct the 
“AS-IS” models that have a top-down representation and interpretation based on a 
bottom-up analysis process. The tendency of PEO-IDEF0 model can be interpreted as 
representing a sequence of legislated activities. However, the literature has stated that 
IDEFo is not intended to be used for modelling activity sequences. That will bring us the 
possibility to assume that in cases where activity sequences are not included in the model, 
readers of the model may be tempted to add such an interpretation.
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However, the input of the PEO’s perspective applicants has been included 
implicitly in the developed PEO-IDEFo and PEO-ARIS models; the main idea of the 
LOVEM was to subjectively include it explicitly. The criteria of the measuring 
performance capability that the LOVEM needs to be evaluated with, can be explained 
through the effectiveness of involving the applicant’s monitoring eye in the PEO’s BPI. 
This can be viewed from different angle by assisting the PEO with reallocating available 
resources by eliminating redundant activities and improving the performance of the 
bottleneck ones.
It is vital to mention in this part that neither IDEFo, nor LOVEM and ARIS have 
embedded any objective of satisfying any business stockholders by violating other’s 
interest. The point to be made here is as follows, reaching customers’ satisfaction 
objective that has been implicitly embedded in IDEFo, and ARIS but explicitly in 
LOVEM, has been based on a clear objective. Such legislations need to be fair and clear 
to the three main players. They are the Government of Ontario as a main legislator, the 
PEO council as the Government of Ontario’s main representative to communicate with 
third party including applicants who have interest to practice the engineering profession 
in Ontario.
Detecting where delays might result in the PEO’s legislated process has been 
assisted to determine where assigned resources for certain redundancies can be shifted to 
complex activities for improving its performance. This has been achieved after defining 
and documenting in context PEO’s business mles and policies including its CMP, CSF, 
as well as its GSP.
The LOVEM methodology didn’t focus on how many eyes to be included as 
much as including the highest weighted eye that its customers needs to be considered. 
This is why its main definition was stated as a graphical design approach for the business 
process and workflow design or redesign using an integrated set of graphical modelling 
methodologies that helps in analysing and redesigning interactions between business, 
customers and internal processes [IBM Global Services, 2000; Trautmann, 2000].
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In addition, the focus on involving the third eye (Government of Ontario) was 
neither explicitly nor implicitly embedded in this methodology. This can be considered as 
one of the LOVEM deficiencies. In other words, observers of the output modelling work 
can assume that the PEO’s council is the licensing processes legislators. To integrate the 
use of this methodology, there is a need to include a third eye that will integrate the 
PEO’s regulated processes by assigning it to the Government of Ontario. The extended 
work of the PEO-LOVEM has been presented in Appendix E. This has been included in 
this thesis to demonstrate the favourable achievement of the system’s developer monitor 
in integrating the LOVEM approach for the BPI.
In addition to the fact that the capabilities of this implemented approach is to 
determine delays that might result while applications are under evaluation, achievement 
of such goal is dependent on certain information. That includes the LOVEM CMP, CSF, 
as well as its GSP. Such information need to be available with the PEO council to assist 
in detecting where procedures are affecting those who do not fulfil its requirements. Also, 
this will assist in determining how much resources need to be added to better improve the 
performance of the PEO’s legislated processes.
For explicitly distinguishing between the PEO’s council function, information and 
processes views, triggered the need of deploying the ARIS process modelling approach 
through the ARIS tool set. The PEO’s licensing process procedure has been modeled in 
this case study. Its output has provided a well-documented framework that subjectively 
enabled the reader in understanding the entire PEO’s licensing process during its life 
cycle phases.
The PEO’s business processes are subject to change. The complexity of such 
legislated process can be viewed explicitly from the PEO-ARIS model. This is because of 
the main PEO’s views required before issuing or revoking an application’s application. 
In other words, the capability in this regard can be explained through ARIS effectiveness 
in realizing all aspects associated with the PEO’s business processes. That doesn’t
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necessarily lead to make this approach more favourable while comparing it with IDEFo 
and LOVEM in this case study. However, it has the benefit that it subjectively resulted in 
detecting and eliminating redundant activities and improving the performance of the 
bottleneck ones.
It should be noted that the hierarchical nature of the IDEFo, and LOVEM can be 
interpreted as representing a sequence of the PEO’s legislated activities, particularly for a 
non-domain experts, and the ARIS representation didn’t assist in overcoming this 
concern.
It is believed though that all three implemented modelling tools AI0WIN7. 
ADONIS, and ARIS have implicitly overcome this concern. The generated report has the 
advantage to include any content to be considered as a detailed legislated reference(s). 
That includes the released to public documents assisted in understanding the PEO’s acts 
and regulations associated with its licensing processes procedure [R.R.0 1990 (R.R.O); 
R.S.O 1990 (R.S.O)].
Table 5.1 provides a summary of the detailed discussion of the implemented 
processes modelling methodologies including (IDEFo, LOVEM, and ARIS) in the first 
case study is presented next. It focuses on addressing the processes modelling approach, 
capabilities and deficiencies detected after evaluating the modelling output resulted from 
using the modelling tool kits including (AI0WIN7, ADONIS and LOVEM in ADONIS, 
and ARIS).
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Table 5.1: Sum m ary O f The O utput Approach, Capabilities, 
And Deficiencies O f The Implem ented Processes M odelling 
Methodologies In  The Business Processes Case Study
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Table 5.1: Summary Of The Output Approach, Capabilities, And 
Deficiencies Of The Implemented Processes Modelling 
Methodologies In The Business Processes Case Study (Continue)
As described above, each one of the implemented design methodologies has its 
capabilities as well as deficiencies. The IDEFo has been determined to be concise and it 
appeared to assume its reader of being either a domain expert or participated in the 
developed model. Also, its many notations were capable in addressing all activities 
associated with the PEO’s licensing processes procedure. Objectively, it can be 
concluded that the IDEF0 was capable of presenting the measuring criteria of this
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legislated process to be evaluated with. On the other hand, its modelling output didn’t 
explicitly detect where resources might need to be reallocated by realizing all possible 
factors that might cause in delaying of evaluating the PEO’s perspective applicant’s 
application.
The understanding fact is that this methodology has assisted in decomposing only 
the PEO’s main licensing functions not the interfaces (e.g., mechanism). For instance, the 
possibility of having a contention for resources required to evaluate applicants for their 
experiential learning will be a major concern when number of non-CEAB applications 
increase. The PEO-IDEFo modelling output didn’t capture the necessaiy information to 
successfully determining required resources the PEO council needs to invest during its 
applications’ evaluation. For instance, the output modelling did not capture enough 
information for determining resources required to be allocated while transferring 
application for experiential learning by the (ERC). This is based on a direct request from 
the (ARC) to conduct such evaluation. The BPI associated with the PEO licensing 
evaluations’ processes needs to address this concern while representing its AS-IS model.
In contrast to the PEO-LOVEM modelling output, The PEO-ARIS modelling 
output has assisted to explicitly capture and execute a very rich set of information during 
all its modelling fragments. Detailing the four main views of ARIS; has favourably 
assisted for better understanding the procedure of the PEO’s legislated licensing 
processes. The graphical representation of the PEO-ARIS modelling output can assist its 
end user to create a comprehensive overview on the entire processes, as well as on the 
modelling fragments’ objective(s). More importantly, the ARIS modelling output has the 
capability of enabling the PEO’s perspective applicants to understand the main 
regulations that drive the processes toward achieving its desired goal. This is a potential 
benefit of the ARIS modelling output since it will play a major rule in avoiding delaying 
the evaluation process since its end user has fully captured all its requirements.
Over all, it has been concluded that the PEO-ARIS model has favourably detailed 
sufficient information of the “AS-IS” current PEO legislated licensing processes through 
the main four different views of the PEO, covering the entire life cycle.
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5.1.2 Automotive Manufacturing Processes Case Study
The (Crash Data Retrieval System) is an innovative product that allows anyone 
with a computer to download the embedded vehicle-specific accident data. While 
initiating the mission to work on this case study, the question that crossed to my mind 
was as follows: what is the probability that the output from the CDRS analysis will be 
acceptable legal evidence? The answer of this question is highly dependent on so many 
issues and measurable criteria. It is believed that applying the SAD methodologies to 
better represent the CDRS processes mechanism will assist to better answer the previous 
question. It is the achievement of such modelling work that assists in representing all 
necessary data and information used by the accident’s re-constructionists.
Applying the SAD methodologies as illustrated in this case study was intended to 
understand which methodology(s) was capable of detailing the CDRS mechanism. In 
addition to selecting the processes methodology(s) that addresses most critical measuring 
criteria (Efficiency of its performance in its complex environment nature). That will be 
the first step to redesigning (BPR) the business processes for achieving dramatic 
improvements in critical measures of performance.
As previously mentioned, Hammer [1990] and Hammer and Champy [1993] have 
considered process reengineering as a fundamental rethinking and redesign of business 
processes. This is to achieve dramatic improvements in critical measures of performance 
such as cost, quality, and service. Up to this level of following the key steps of 
implementing a BPR strategy sourced from Fitzgerald [2002], the processes have been 
understood through its modelling work performed earlier. The work to follow is mainly 
based on the stated most critical measuring criteria which is measuring CDRS quality of 
its performance in its complex environment. This will be followed by identifying the 
action plan to improve the system’s quality where the limitation of this work will reach to 
this step. Future work however might include extending this research through executing 
the actions plan and measuring its output performance for the conducted CDRS BPR.
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Although it has been determined from the literature to be one of the 
methodology’s deficiencies [Saven, 2003], the so many notations within the CDR-IDEFo 
model have assisted in understanding the CDRS processes inputs, outputs, mechanisms 
and controls. The hierarchical stmcture of the CDR-IDEF0 model has resulted in quick 
mapping at a high level. The CDRS processes sequencing has been illustrated in the 
IDEFo - AI0WIN7 model. That successfully identified opportunities for improvements 
while revealing data and information relationships from the CDRS device. This has 
resulted in a detailed description for demonstrating how the system functions at certain 
event, what things it is linked with, and also what type of expected output together with 
its specific supportive format.
One of the main capabilities of the IDEFo approach for modelling the CDRS; is its 
ability in identifying errors and problems in an early state of the CDR system’s design. 
This is due to the variety of its components and relationships between them. Using the 
IDEFo-AIOWIN7 has resulted in successfully specifying its system’s requirements before 
analyzing its key elements for decision-making by the accident re-constmctionists.
Although, the IDEFo-AI0WIN7 has proven its effectiveness for BPR the CDRS, 
the resulted model was technically concise and appeared to be modeled only for domain 
experts. However automobiles drivers need to be considered as a major model observer 
too. This object-oriented methodology was capable in effectively presenting the 
measuring criteria of the system’s functionality.
This is because of the so many notations resulted from decomposing the process 
to be evaluated with. In other words, the CDR-IDEFo model was capable of detecting 
where resources might need to be reallocated by realizing the processes that can be 
considered as critical for reengineering the CDR system. This is mandatory for improving 
its usefulness when used by the accident’s re-constructionists. This is the first step 
required before proceeding with setting the action plan for the product’s BPR.
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The capability of the implemented subjective oriented methodology (LOVEM) 
can be viewed from the accidents re-constmctionists perspective when assigned the 
monitoring eye. This will potentially assist in detecting errors and problems in an early 
state of the CDRS modelling. At the stage of reengineering the interactions of the 
systems elements, system’s developers can determine criteria for optimizing its 
subjective performance. This is because of the ability to include the (CDRS’ CMP), 
(CSF), and also (GSP) by using the LOVEM in ADAONIS tool kit.
The CDR-ARIS modelling capability can be explained through its effectiveness in 
realizing all aspects associated with the CDRS mechanism. Subjectively, that has resulted 
in a data/information model considered to be a keystone for a systematic and intelligent 
method of developing application systems, focusing on improving the efficiency of the 
CDRS mechanism.
In addition to the CDR-ARIS neither provided means to validate the resulted 
model nor sequence of the information was embedded, it was not capable of identifying 
rich set of errors and problems in the early state of the system modelling. This is 
particularly in comparisons with the CDR-IDEFo resulted model. In this case study, the so 
many notations included in the IDEFo modelling output have assisted in capturing all 
necessary information to understand its objective and use through its end user (e.g. 
accident re-constructionists) .One major concern however can be considered to be one of 
the IDEFo approach deficiencies. It is the environment which modelling the CDRS 
mechanisms needs to address. The fact is that the CDRS processes are subject to other 
factors beyond data and information stored on the device. Subjectively not objectively, 
that will include the claimed to be an accident witness, conflict of expert’s opinions, as 
well as crucial keys required for synthesising all facts. Using the LOVEM and ARIS 
processes modelling approaches is believed to complement this need, which IDEFo lacks 
in addressing this mandatory type of information. This is certainly due to the desired 
output of the CDRS device.
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Table 5.2 provides a summary of the detailed discussion of the implemented 
processes modelling methodologies including (IDEFo, LOVEM, and ARIS) in the second 
case study is presented next. It focuses on addressing the processes modelling approach, 
capabilities and deficiencies detected after evaluating the modelling output resulted from 
using the modelling tool kits including (AI0WIN7, ADONIS and LOVEM in ADONIS, 
and ARIS).
Table 5.2: Summary Of The Output Approach, Capabilities, And Deficiencies Of 
The Implemented Processes Modelling Methodologies In The Automotive 
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Table 5.2: Summary Of The Output Approach, Capabilities, And Deficiencies Of 
The Implemented Processes Modelling Methodologies In The Automotive 
Engineering Modelling Case Study (Continue)
As described above, the SAD methodologies implemented in the second case 
study, have their capabilities as well as deficiencies related particularly when modelling 
the CDRS processes mechanisms. This will be objectively and subjectively reflected in 
the CDRS-BPR action plan to be developed by its domain experts. This will be achieved 
when selecting the determined to be comprehensive existing processes model that 
addresses the system’s measuring performance criteria and can successfully excite its 
desired output.
The analysis conducted has justified the fact that the action plan to be taken by 
the systems develops, is subjectively dependent on the monitoring eye (accidents re- 
constmctionists) of the CDRS mechanisms through the CDR-LOVEM developed model. 
This modelling output can be considered as a favourable piece of information for the 
CDR’s manufacturer. It can potentially assist to establish more measurable criteria for 
improving its usefulness when by its end user.
This doesn’t eliminate the usefulness of the CDR-ARIS model, which favourably 
assisted in detailing the main views of the CDRS through its all life cycle phases. The 
main capabilities of its modelling output can be explained through the graphical explicit
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views ARIS model provided to its main domain experts. This will potentially assist in 
detecting and understanding where complexity exists in these processes such as 
uncertainty of data analysis output particularly when it conflicts other resulting output.
Over all, this evidence is highly considered to be insufficient if not objectively 
and subjectively modeled, designed, and released to its domain interest.
5.2 Results and Conclusions
As a result of new customers’ demands as well as market competition, business 
environment is continuously changing. This indicates the need for managing the 
uncertainty and complexity of the improved/ reengineered business and manufacturing 
processes. In other words, the management of the complexity within the new business 
designs needs to be considered as mandatory requirements. This is to assist business 
managers to ensure an efficient and effective business design processes management.
A business process is the combination of a set o f activities within an enterprise 
with a structure describing their logical order and dependence whose objective is to 
produce a desired result. The BPM enables a common understanding and analysis of a 
business process. A process model can provide a comprehensive understanding of a 
process. Processes modelling methodologies have proven its effectiveness, in capturing 
all useful information included within the enterprise business processes.
It can be stated, that if the process model is considered a correct representation of 
the process logic, a modelling tool can help with verifying whether the process, as 
designed and implemented, will meet its target(s). Once the process model is 
implemented, various execution measurements can be monitored. The process 
performance monitor will collect and represent the actual behaviour of the processes.
Three main comprehensive design methodologies (IDEF0, LOVEM, and ARIS) 
have been selected and implemented through their tools (AI0WIN7, ADONIS/ LOVEM 
in ADONIS, and ARIS). Such tools have assisted with integrating the selected enterprise
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through modelling its business activities, technology and human elements’ objectively 
and subjectively involved.
The implementations of the SAD methodologies have been demonstrated on two 
case studies in this thesis. In addition, quantification analyses and comparisons of the 
implemented SAD methodologies and tools have been presented in Table 5.3 presented 
next:
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The modelling output of the two case studies has proven that each one of the 
implemented SAD methodologies and tools has its capabilities as well as deficiencies 
according to the key concern of the implemented case studies. This is also in how it deals 
with the design objective and also in whether or not it has assisted in improving the 
modelling quality.
The output of the PEO-IDEF0 model was composed of a hierarchical series of 
diagrams, text, and glossary cross-referenced to each other. Comparing with the 
traditional flow-charting representations, the IDEFo function modelling language was 
capable of graphically representing a wide variety of the PEO’s licensing processes 
procedure together with its entire network communications to any level of detail. Also, its 
many notations were capable in addressing all activities associated with the PEO’s 
licensing processes procedure.
It has been concluded that this model is highly dependent on its domain experts or 
the ones who participated in the developed model. The fact the IDEFo language doesn’t 
enhance abstractions provided by its interfaces such as mechanisms, this has raised some 
concerns of its modelling output quality. This is particularly when there is a contention 
for resources to perform the PEO’s legislated activities. This concern was implicitly 
included and left for domain experts to recognize it. In addition, the PEO-IDEFo 
modelling output didn’t explicitly detect where resources might need to be reallocated by 
realizing the performed activities that might be subject in delaying the PEO’s perspective 
applicant’s application.
The automatically generated report while using the IDEF0-AIOWIN7 tool can be 
considered as a main capability of this approach. This can be viewed from three 
perspectives. Its ability in linking the input, output, mechanism, and control contents 
associated with any activity together with its decomposed ones is first. Second is its 
features by including the associated reference of the [R.R.0 1990 (R.R.O); R.S.O 1990 
(R.S.O)], with hierarchy of the top-level diagrams. Such associated references have
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represented the overall structure of the processes. In addition, the bottom-level ones have 
represented its detailed structure. Immense reduction in time and efforts were achieved 
while implementing the PEO-IDEFo model using the AI0WIN7 when compared with the 
PEO- MS powerpoint model.
Adding to the conclusive fact that the LOVEM-BPM technique didn’t explicitly 
embed a second monitoring eye in its stmcture, it didn’t focus on how many monitoring 
eyes need to be embedded and which one(s) to be considered the highest weighted one(s). 
This is required for evaluating the assigned resources and efforts dedicated for the PEO’s 
licensing process. That includes the functions related to setting standards (PEO's Quasi- 
Legislative) against those functions associated with the administration of standards (PEO 
Quasi-Judicial Powers).
In addition, the PEO-LOVEM modelling output, using the ADONIS tool kit, has 
assisted in recognizing all PEO’s business mles and policies including the (CMP), (CSF), 
as well as the (GSP). This has particularly assisted in analysing and redesigning 
interactions between the PEO’s perspective applicants and the mechanisms of the PEO’s 
licensing process procedure.
The PEO-ARIS modeling output was capable of distinguishing between the 
PEO’s council, its function, information, and control views. This expanded view has 
provided a well and easy to learn a documented methodological framework. This is to 
enable supporting the entire PEO’s council licensing process during its all life cycle 
phases. It has been concluded that the PEO-ARIS model has detailed sufficient 
information of the “AS-IS” current PEO legislated licensing processes through the main 
four different views of the PEO Council to cover the entire modelling life cycle.
The quantification analysis illustrated in Table 5.3., has indicated that the PEO- 
IDEFo modelling capability in dealing with improving and optimizing the PEO’s 
processes execution was more favourable when compared with the PEO-LOVEM model. 
The implementation of the LOVEM methodology through ADONIS tool was not capable
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enough when compared to the other two methodologies. This is mainly in detecting 
where “Processes Delays” might be a major factor resulting in the PEO’s applicants’ 
dissatisfaction.
After evaluating the ease of learning, deploying, and gain an understanding on the 
capability of the ARIS framework/ tool set, it has been concluded that the PEO-ARIS 
model has favourably detailed sufficient information of the current PEO legislated 
licensing process. In addition, its flat process’s modelling output was more capable in 
capturing all aspects associated with the PEO licensing procedure. The point to make in 
this part is as follows: the PEO-ARIS modelling output has the capability of capturing a 
rich set of information assisting the PEO’s perspective applicants to gain better 
understanding on the process’s procedure. The modelling output enables its reader to gain 
a better understanding on the nature of the PEO procedure while administering the 
licensing process.
This is a very necessary criteria needs to be addressed to assure having a correct 
modelling output that represent the logic of the legislated process. The first reason is to 
justify whether or not the current licensing procedure is meeting the Government of 
Ontario’s legislation target. The second one is to deliver a clear picture of the licensing 
procedure to the PEO’s perspective applicants to have better understanding where delay 
might carry on with their application and what criteria need to be met before they apply 
for obtaining the P. ENG license.
Implementing the three design methodologies for modelling the CDRS processes’ 
mechanism has brought different conclusion for the SAD methodology(s) selection. This 
has justified the stated assumption that processes modelling are highly dependent on the 
processes environment and measuring criteria desired to visibly detect before proceeding 
with the action plan.
In this case study, reengineering the CDRS mechanism is subject to other factors 
beyond data and information stored on the device. It has been concluded that the IDEFo
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was capable in effectively presenting the measuring criteria of improving the device 
efficiency. The action plan to be taken by the systems develops is highly dependent on 
the monitoring eye (accidents re-constmctionists) of the CDRS mechanisms through the 
CDR-LOVEM developed model.
The output of the CDR-ARIS model can be considered as an asset for the CDRS 
developers. This is required particularly when linking the monitoring eye view to the 
other views ARIS integrated in its representation. This is considered as a justification for 
objectively and subjectively basing the reengineered action plan for successfully 
improving the CDRS mechanisms’ efficiency and successfully executing its modelling 
output. After conducting the quantitative analyses as illustrated in figure 5.3, it has been 
determined that the CDR-IDEFo modelling output was more capable in effectively 
presenting the measuring criteria of the second case study.
This is particularly for representing its existing functioning processes while 
deployed by the accident re-constmctionists. The major goal out of the desired modelling 
output is to redesign its functioning processes for achieving dramatic improvement of its 
performance quality. Such plan is considered to be critical and it is highly dependent on 
its domain experts as well as available technology.
5.3 Further Research
The business processes are changing so fast and so inconsistently because of the 
complexity in accommodating the pressure of new customers demand, market 
competition, and introduction of new products and services to survive in such volatile 
global unstable market on the long term [ElMaraghy, 2003 (a)].
That makes it mandatory to dedicate potential efforts and resources for 
conducting further research work to analyse in details the available process modelling 
approaches as well as tools. This is for developing a comprehensive design methodology 
that captures all necessary information to cooperating in pursuit of optimized enterprise 
performance and achieving corporate strategic goals [Hammer, 2003].
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Integrating the surveyed SAD methodologies can be considered as a promising 
area of system’s design research interest to conduct. Including the nature of the design 
methodology, this work can be considered as an approach to integrate the capabilities of 
the available traditional flow charting and current processes modelling approaches.
The desired objectives of this work can be successfully reached when research 
will be dedicated for determining other industry-processes modelling complexity-criteria. 
The question that has been asked earlier and its desired answer is believed to be still 
pending, is determining What Makes Processes Complex? The literature has linked the 
answer to the variety of the elements and relationships between them in the business 
processes. It is believed that there should be other criteria that need to be considered. This 
is while any efforts taken, for managing the complexity in business and manufacturing 
processes.
Finally, a potential future research can be initiated for embedding SAD- 
intelligence to automatically detect, select, and trigger the right design methodology to 
the associated BPM problem. This is based on a given weighted processes-complexity 
criteria. This is considered to be a promising collaborative design research. Its objective 
will be to stimulate effective behaviour of the processes complexity, where their 
redundancies and bottlenecks can be captured. In addition, they can be linked with 
embedded decision support analyses. Such decision will be automatically triggered to 
evaluate and determine systems design engineering responsiveness to be taken by the 
systems development team.
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APPENDIX A
GENERATED ARIS REPORT OF THE PROFESSIONAL 









* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PEO Application processing
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Start path
Applicant's Contact with PEO Council, Event 
Structurally relevant relationships:
Activates Open New Application File
Open New Application File, Function 
Structurally relevant relationships:
is activated by Applicant's Contact with PEO Council 
is predecessor of Forward Application For Academic Assessment
Forward Application For Academic Assessment, Function 
Structurally relevant relationships:
follows Open New Application File
Is predecessor of Evaluate Applicant's Academic Background (Mark 0)
Evaluate Applicant's Academic Background, Function (Mark 0)
Structurally relevant relationships:
Follows Forward Application for Academic Assessment 
Is activated by Experiential Learning Assessment Is Not Satisfactory 
Is activated by Experiential Learning Assessment Is Satisfactory (Mark 1)
Leads to Rule (Mark 2)
Rule, Rule (Mark 2)
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is assigned to Evaluate Applicant's Academic Background (Mark 0)
Leads to Academic Background Is Satisfactory
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Leads to Academic Background IS NOT Sufficient But MIGHT BE Considered 
Leads to Academic Background Is Not Satisfactory
Academic Background IS NOT Sufficient But MIGHT BE Considered, Event 
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is dependent on Rule (Mark 2)
Activates Forward Application for Experiential Learning Review
Forward Application for Experiential Learning Review, Function 
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is activated by Academic Background IS NOT Sufficient But MIGHT BE Considered 
Is predecessor of Perform Experiential Learning Assessment?
Perform Experiential Learning Assessment, Function 
Structurally relevant relationships:
Follows Forward Application For Experiential Learning Review 
Leads to Rule (Mark 3)
Rule, Rule (Mark 3)
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is assigned to Perform Experiential Learning Assessment 
Leads to Experiential Learning Assessment Is Satisfactory (Mark 1)
Leads to Experiential Learning Assessment Is Not Satisfactory
Experiential Learning Assessment Is Satisfactory, Event (Mark 1)
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is dependent on Rule (Mark 3)
Activates Perform Over All Applicant's Work Experience Assessment 
Activates Evaluate Applicant's Academic Background (Mark 0)
Perform Over All Applicants’ Work Experience Assessment, Function 
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is activated by Experiential Learning Assessment Is Satisfactory (Mark 1)
Leads to Rule (Mark 4)
Rule, Rule (Mark 4)
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is assigned to Perform over All Applicant's Work Experience Assessment 
Leads to Work Experience Background Is Satisfactory 
Leads to Work Experience Background Is Not Satisfactory
Work Experience Background Is Satisfactory, Event 
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is dependent on Rule (Mark 4)
Activates Administer Professional Practice Examination Program (PPE) (Mark 5)
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Administer Professional Practice Examination Program (PPE), Function (Mark 5) 
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is activated by Applicant Has Passed the PPE Test (Mark 6)
Is activated by Work Experience Background Is Satisfactory
Is activated by Academic Background Is Satisfactory
Is activated by Applicant Has Failed/ Failed to Appear the PP Test (Mark 7)
Leads to Rule (Mark 8)
Rule, Rule (Mark 8)
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is assigned to Administer Professional Practice Examination Program (PPE) (Mark 5) 
Leads to Applicant Has Passed the PPE Test (Mark 6)
Leads to Applicant Has Failed/ Failed To Appear the PP Test (Mark 7)
Applicant Has Passed the PPE Test, Event (Mark 6)
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is dependent on Rule (Mark 8)
Activates Administer Professional Practice Examination Program (PPE) (Mark 5) 
Activates Perform Final Licensing Assessment and PEO Decision Making
Perform Final Licensing Assessment and PEO Decision Making, Function 
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is activated by Applicant Has Passed the PPE Test (Mark 6)
Is predecessor of Contact Applicant for Notification (Mark 9)
Contact Applicant for Notification, Function (Mark 9)
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is activated by Academic Background Is Not Satisfactory
Is activated by Applicant Has Failed/ Failed to Appear the PP Test (Mark 7)
Follows Perform Final Licensing Assessment and PEO Decision Making 
Follows Assign Engineering in Training Program To Applicant 
Creates Notification is being Delivered
Notification is being Delivered, Event 
Structurally relevant relationships:




Applicant Has Failed/ Failed To Appear the PP Test, Event (Mark 7)
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is dependent on Rule (Mark 8)
Activates Contact Applicant for Notification (Mark 9)
Activates Administer Professional Practice Examination Program (PPE) (Mark 5)
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Start path 
By Mark 4
Work Experience Background Is Not Satisfactory, Event 
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is dependent on Rule (Mark 4)
Activates Assign Engineering In Training Program to Applicant
Assign Engineering in Training Program to Applicant, Function 
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is activated by Work Experience Background Is Not Satisfactory 
Is predecessor of Contact Applicant for Notification (Mark 9)
Start path 
By Mark 3
Experiential Learning Assessment Is Not Satisfactory, Event 
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is dependent on Rule (Mark 3)
Activates Evaluate Applicant's Academic Background (Mark 0)
Start path 
By Mark 2
Academic Background Is Not Satisfactory, Event 
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is dependent on Rule (Mark 2)
Activates Contact Applicant for Notification (Mark 9)
Start path 
By Mark 2
Academic Background Is Satisfactory, Event 
Structurally relevant relationships:
Is dependent on Rule (Mark 2)
Activates Administer Professional Practice Examination Program (PPE) (Mark 5)
'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'kic'k'k'k'k'k'kJc'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k’k'k'k’k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'kJelt'k'kic'klc'k'k'kidcic'k'k'k'kicif'k'k'k
iDsir Model objects in the f  AHIS in
scheerI I modeled sequence f  Collaborative Suite
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APPENDIX B 
GENERATED ARIS REPORT OF THE CRASH 
DATA RETRIEVAL SYSTEM MODEL
IDS I f Model objects in the 1  A R I S  6
scheerI I modeled sequence |  Collaborative Suite
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ARIS REPORT




Crash Data Retrieval (CDR) System 
Start Path
Recording Vehicle Pre-Crash Data, Function 
Structurally Relevant Relationships:
Creates Vehicle Pre-Crash Data Are Stored In The CDR Device
Vehicle Pre-Crash Data Are Stored In The CDR Device, Event 
Structurally Relevant Relationships:
Is Created By Recording Vehicle Pre-Crash Data 
Activates Recording Vehicle Post-Crash Data
Recording Vehicle Post-Crash Data, Function 
Structurally Relevant Relationships:
Is Activated By Vehicle Pre-Crash Data Are Stored In The CDR Device 
Creates Vehicle Post-Crash Data Are Stored In The CDR Device
Vehicle Post-Crash Data Are Stored In The CDR Device, Event 
Structurally Relevant Relationships:
Is Created By Recording Vehicle Post-Crash Data
Activates Perform Data Analysis, Investigation And Verifications (Mark 0)
Perform Data Analysis, Investigation And Verifications, Function (Mark 0) 
Structurally Relevant Relationships:
Follows Perform More Investigation And Verifications
Is Activated By Vehicle Post-Crash Data Are Stored In The CDR Device
Creates Crashed Vehicle Data Analyzed, Investigated, And Verified
Crashed Vehicle Data Analyzed, Investigated, And Verified, Event 
Structurally Relevant Relationships:
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Is Created By Perform Data Analysis, Investigation And Verifications (Mark 0)
Is Evaluated By Xor Rule (Mark 1)
Xor Rule, Rule (Mark 1)
Structurally Relevant Relationships:
Evaluates Crashed Vehicle Data Analyzed, Investigated, And Verified 
Activates Evaluate Data And Release Output To Law Enforcement (Mark 2) 
Activates Perform More Investigation And Verifications
Evaluate Data And Release Output To Law Enforcement, Function (Mark 2) 
Structurally Relevant Relationships:
Is Activated By Xor Rule (Mark 1)
Follows Report Printing
Follows Simple Graphs And Tables
Creates Data Analyses And Verifications Conducted
Data Analyses And Verifications Conducted, Event 
Structurally Relevant Relationships:




Perform More Investigation And Verifications, Function 
Structurally Relevant Relationships:
Is Activated By Xor Rule (Mark 1)
Is Predecessor Of Perform Data Analysis, Investigation And Verifications (Mark 0) 
Start Path
Simple Graphs And Tables, Function 
Structurally Relevant Relationships:
Is Predecessor Of Evaluate Data And Release Output To Law Enforcement (Mark 2) 
Start Path
Report Printing, Function 
Structurally Relevant Relationships:
Is Predecessor Of Evaluate Data And Release Output To Law Enforcement (Mark 2)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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APPENDIX F
LINE OF VISIBILITY IN ADONIS INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
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Checklist for the first steps in ADONIS®
The following steps should enable you to change the default settings of 
ADONIS® according to customer’s needs. These first steps, for example creating new 
users in ADONIS® or to create some additional folders to store your models in are 
described below.
1. Choose The Administration Toolkit
ADONIS 3 .7  (MSDE)
Lt]  Help 
j j j  ADONIS Business Process Management toolkit
ADONIS Administration to o
The ADONIS Administration Toolkit is the part of ADONIS in which the settings 
of the ADONIS installation are administered. The access rights of different ADONIS 
users are adjusted in this part of the software and will be checked when the user logs on 
into the Business Process Management Toolkit. The Administration Toolkit gives also 
the possibility to install detailed access rights to particular model groups or folders where
212
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models are stored. For example, there are two different folders; one belongs to the IT 
department.
2. Logon With The Standard User “Admin”




Password: JX X K K X K K X
D a ta b a se  name: jadonisdbj
for SQL Server 
© B O C  Ltd, 1 99S -2003
Login C ancel;......J
The standard user of ADONIS is the “Admin” user. This user cannot be deleted. 
For the first logon into the Administration Toolkit, the password “password” is used. The 
password of the “Admin” user can be changed after the first logon and the default 
database name is “adonisdb”. If the database name has been changed during the 
installation procedure, this new database name has to be used when logging on.
3. Switch To The “Library Management”
The Administration Toolkit got three components including the user management, 
the library management, and the model management. For setting up the MR Method 
second component, the library management and the menu Management has to be chosen.
213
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ADONIS: A d m in i s t r a t io n  Toolkit  (A dm in )
Libraries Migration Extras Help
Library m anagem ent
’ ____ ,1 Library management
When pressing the “import the button on the appearing window”, it is possible to 
search in the network for the MR Method -  MR application library.
S e t t i n g s  ) C t i e c k s  M a n a g e m e n t  \
i A p p l ic a t io n  lib r a r i e s . ________  _
(fid  A O O N T s 's t a n d a r d  app lica tion -lib ra"ry” 3  7  —  —
F ite  n a m e :
f o • \M R -A B - 2 9 T _ E N 6 1 2 0 0 4 1 1 3 0  a b l ”"
jrt " ] iri-'< j H*. |. |
During the installation procedure, the default model group or folder “Models” can 
be created. The respective question needs to be answered with “Yes”. The import of the 
MR Method is confirmed with a success message.
4. Switch To The “User Management”
To perform the next steps, it is necessary to switch to the first component the 
“user management”. To create a new user from the menu, user and the submenu button, 
user list has to be chosen.
214
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l l B l l i  U s e r  m a n a g e m e n t
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■ ■ sv i.. ■
=if.-f;...v- - ?’' vs: ■■. V- ;
User m a n a g e m e n t . -: *
After pressing the button “user list”, a dialog will be offered where users can be 
added. In the dialog, the only user is the “Admin user” which is already logged on and 
was pre-defmed. Add new users by clicking the “add button”.
J U . J *!
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5. Add New Users
U :er nam e.
: I J::I—:I
P a s  s-word
p „ „ „ „  C om ponen t  a c c e s s . . .
P a s sw o rd  (confiimatiun).
Application library
ADONIS s ta n d a rd  application-library It.7 j
Authorisation 
tv" Admmistiation toolkit
B u i in e s s  p r o c e s s  m a n a q e m e n t  toolkit
U :er specific information.
!        TJs
!
i
lit, ,  : ..... :....................   _ ^ J | j
For creating a new user, the new user name has to be typed in and a corresponsive 
password that needs to be confirmed. The user must be assigned to an application library, 
which is a particular configuration of ADONIS. Depending on which method the newly 
created user should use when working with ADONIS, the user needs to be assigned to the 
“ADONIS-standard-application-library 3.7” or to the “ADONIS-Munich Re-Insurance- 
V2.91 Application library (2004-11-30)”. When creating a new user, it has to be decided 
if he or she should be able to logon to the Administration Toolkit as well.
6. Assign A New User To A User Group
Each user must be assigned to a user group where access rights to model groups 
or folders containing different models are stored are administered. To add the newly 
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T a S B S S S S S S S ^ R ^ ^
A s s i g n e d  u s e r  g ro u p s :
AD O N11 ■ c
OK
i . n j  x j
Z ]
G ro u p s . .  | 
C h a n g e  m o d e  ] 
V iew ...  | 
C a n c e l  j 
H e lp
J
It is possible to assign the new user to the default user group „A D O N IS“ 0r to a 
separate user group. To add a new user group the „Groups...“ button has to be clicked.
A s s ig n e d  u se r  groups: 
jffla AD ON IS
H u m a n  R e s o u r c e  D e p a r tm e n t




i Q i  ><J
Z 1
G roups .  . j 
C h a n g e  m o d e  
V iew  .. 
C a n c e l  
IH elp
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To assign a user to a user group, the “change mode” button has to be pressed and 
the red circle will change to a green check mark. All changes have to be confirmed with 
the “ok” or add button to leave the dialog for adding new users. The “cancel” button has 
to be pressed.
6.1 Create User Groups Independently From Creating Users
It is possible to create user groups and users one after the other as well. To create 
user groups, switch to the “user management” and chose the menu “user group list”. In 
the dialog, click “add group” and add the required user groups. For example, “UML", the 
respective users will be assigned according to the guidelines described in chapter 6.
U ser  g io u p s
: ' M  adonis’"
£1 Admin 
; a  user
j a s  U M L




N ew  u se r  g roup  nam e: 
■SimulatiorJ
OK
C a n c e l
Help
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\ \ L  .1”  '
■ . -rW . . r y \  , • V  -?7. .7 1-: . :
' 7,..- '  '  : ■ "  .7
■■■■ — y  >71 -V
, -r ■-s*. -  5 : •;•• . .nanomonl v . u - ^ - N : v - , ^  f  r .Model management
To switch to the “model management” component, press the third component icon 
then the menu button “models” and “model group management. To set up the model, 
group structure and access rights one of these methods need to be chosen. After that, you 
have to confirm with the “ok” button.
A
odel m anag - : iw  : x . : j
Application libraries.
i ©  1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
j|?Q ADONIS -standard-application-library 3.7
j fv '
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8. Create new model groups / folders
When working with ADONIS and creating models, it is necessary to assign the 
models to a particular model group or folders. These model groups are created in the 
“model management” component. Each model group have several sub-model groups; 




f “l Application for vacation  
Life A ssurance 
a  more models
J = j x ;
Create group... j
R enam e group... 
M ove group 






A new model group can be created by clicking on the “create group” button. 
Whenever a model group is selected, the “create group” button is clicked. A sub model 
group will be created after. Whenever a particular model group is not selected, a “main 
model group” will be created that has the same hierarchy as the “model group” in the 
screen shot.
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9. Assign user groups to model groups / folders
As already stated, users are assigned to user groups. User groups are assigned to 
model groups. User groups are assigned to model groups by selecting the respective 
model group and pressing the “User groups” button. A dialog will pop up showing all the 
different user group which exists existing in ADONIS. Using the “changing mode” 
button, the access rights can be adjusted for the particular model groups respectively user 
group. There are three different levels of user rights:
• No access at all -  this is the red circle,;
• Read only -  theses are the glasses; or
• Write access -  this is the pencil.
l a l  x i l
cm j |
_   '.. ' \  ' j
C h a n a e  m ode ; J
C a n ce l j j
H elp  1 I
I
1 '
H u m an  R e s o u r c e  D epartm en t
A r . - . - g n e d U , » r  g r o u p : -  _
ADONIS
Irto-*
\ &  IT D epa rtm en t 
i O  Simulation 
j O  UML
'• ApjplV a t c e t s  right-i lo all subm ode l groups
Confirm the changes with the “ok” button. With these steps, the first settings are 
defined. The newly created users should be able to access the ADONIS Business Process 
Management Toolkit with their user names and their passwords [BOCITC GmbH, 2004].
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